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We study price competition in an oligopolistic market with a mix of substitutable and complementary prod-

ucts. Each firm has a fixed initial stock of items and competes in setting prices to sell them over a finite sales

horizon. Customers sequentially arrive at the market, make a purchase choice and then leave immediately

with some likelihood of no-purchase. The choice probability depends on the time of purchase, the product

attributes and the current prices. Assuming deterministic customer arrival rates, we show that any equilib-

rium strategy has a simple structure, involving a finite set of shadow prices measuring capacity externalities

that firms exert on each other: equilibrium prices are resolved from a one-shot competitive game with the

current-time demand structure, taking into account the time-invariant capacity externalities. The former

reflects the transient demand side at every moment and the latter captures the aggregate supply constraint

over time. Such a structure sheds light on dynamic revenue management problems under competition, which

helps capture the essence of the problems under demand uncertainty.

1. Introduction

Airlines face the problem of competing in setting prices to sell a fixed capacity of seats over a finite

sales horizon before planes depart. Online travel sites, such as Expedia, gather information and list

flight fares almost in real time among competitive airlines. Enabled by such price transparency,

customers comparison-shop online among various airlines’ differentiated products based on flights’

attributes and prices. This trend poses tremendous challenges for airlines to profitably maintain

pricing responsiveness to competitors’ strategies. The real-time competitive pricing problem is

further complicated by the fact that the aggregate market demands and their elasticities evolve

over time. For example, over the sales horizon, leisure-class customers tend to arrive earlier hunting

for bargain tickets, and business-class customers tend to arrive later, willing to pay the full price.

Revenue management (RM) techniques help firms set the right price at the right time to maxi-

mize revenue. It has been successfully applied to airline and many other industries. Nevertheless,

traditional RM models typically assume a monopoly setting. The literature on competitive RM

is relatively scant. This is partly due to the challenges imposed by this complex game of capaci-

tated inter-temporal price competition, not to mention even more thorny problems of time-varying

demand structures. A few stylized models have been successfully built to examine the game from
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various angles. However, no structural results for the general problem are known. Algorithmic

approaches also have been implemented, with the hope to capture the whole dynamics and a focus

on optimal policy computation. But without the guidance of structural results in algorithm design,

computational approaches can suffer from the curse of dimensionality.

We aim at uncovering the structural nature of this competitive RM game. Specifically, we con-

sider the setting where multiple capacity providers compete to sell their own fixed initial capacities

of differentiated, substitutable or complementary, perishable items by varying prices over the same

finite sales horizon. The customers’ arrival rate and their price sensitivity vary over time. Customers

sequentially arrive at the market, make a purchase choice and then leave immediately with some

likelihood of no-purchase. The choice probability depends on the time of purchase, the product

attributes and the current prices. The supply side of each firm is capacitated by the initial inven-

tory level at the beginning of the sales horizon; there are no replenishment opportunities during

the horizon. We formulate the game as a differential game in continuous time. In this formulation,

we obtain structural results, capturing the nature of how transient market conditions and aggre-

gate capacity constraints interact to determine inter-temporal pricing behavior in equilibrium. This

structural nature would otherwise not be captured in a stylized one-shot model/a setting for a

homogenous product, or would be lost in a discretize-time formulation. Such a structure arises

in nature, because inter-temporal sales share aggregate capacity constraints over the entire sales

horizon, and demands (e.g., arrival rates and choice probabilities) are independent of the inventory

levels. Due to the structural results, the computation of infinite-dimensional equilibrium policies

can be cast as finite-dimensional problems. These efficiently-computable solutions from the dif-

ferential game can be used to derive heuristics for formulations that take into account demand

uncertainty.

Our contribution is two fold. First, we focus on the first-order effect by assuming a deterministic

arrival process. We show that the equilibrium strategy has a simple structure: There exists a finite

set of shadow prices measuring aggregate capacity externalities that firms exert on each other; the

equilibrium price at any point of time is simply the outcome from a one-shot price competition with

the current-time demand structure, taking into account the time-invariant capacity externalities.

A firm with ample capacity does not exert any externality on the price competition. A firm with

limited capacity exerts positive externality by alleviating price competition among substitutable

products, but exerts negative externality by undercutting the prices of other complementary prod-

ucts. Due to the structure, the computation of infinite-dimensional equilibrium pricing policies

reduces to solving for finite-dimensional shadow prices.

Second, we show insights from the deterministic problem are valuable in capturing the essence

of the stochastic problem under demand uncertainty. There is an active stream of literature on

applying a computational approach, called approximate dynamic programming (ADP), to solve the

stochastic problem in RM. We show that the shadow prices obtained from the deterministic problem
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coincide with the solution obtained from an affine ADP approach to the stochastic game. Moreover,

applying the efficiently-computable solutions from the deterministic game, as pre-commitment or

contingent pricing heuristics to the stochastic game, sustains as an asymptotic equilibrium, when

demand and supply are large.

Literature Review. There is a growing body of literature on competitive RM. Depending on

the chosen decision variables, RM is categorized as quantity-based or price-based, or a mix of

the two. Netessine and Shumsky (2005) examine one-shot quantity-based games of booking limit

control under both horizontal competition and vertical competition. Jiang and Pang (2010) study

a one-shot oligopolistic competition in setting quantity decisions of booking limits in a network

RM setting. These works ignore inter-temporal pricing behavior.

Oligopoly pricing, common in the economics and marketing literature, is gaining traction within

the RM community. Unlike a standard oligopoly pricing setting, firms in an RM model are capac-

ity constrained and pricing decisions need to be made over time. One line of research is to use

variational inequalities to characterize inter-temporal price equilibrium with capacity constraints.

Perakis and Sood (2006) address a discrete-time stochastic game of setting prices and protection

levels by using variational inequalities and ideas from robust optimization. Mookherjee and Friesz

(2008) consider a discrete-time combined pricing, resource allocation, overbooking RM problem

under demand uncertainty over networks and under competition. Kwon et al. (2009) study a

continuous-time deterministic differential game of price competition with demand learning. Adida

and Perakis (2010) consider a continuous-time deterministic differential game of joint pricing and

inventory control where each firm’s multiple products share production capacity. The authors also

study the robust fluid model of the corresponding stochastic game. See also Friesz (2010, Chapter

10) for applications of finite or infinite dimensional quasi-variational inequality to various RM set-

tings. This research stream aims at efficient algorithms to compute equilibrium prices. We focus

on structural properties on inter-temporal equilibrium pricing behavior.

Some works assume that the competition is to sell a homogenous product. Granot et al. (2007)

analyze a multi-period duopoly pricing game where a homogeneous perishable good is sold to

consumers who visit one of the retailers in each period. Talluri and Mart́ınez de Albéniz (2011)

study perfect competition of a homogenous product in an RM setting under demand uncertainty

and derive a closed-form solution to the equilibrium price paths. The authors show a structural

property on the equilibrium policy that the seller with the lower equilibrium reservation value

sells a unit at a price equal to the competitor’s equilibrium reservation value. This structural

property is due to the nature of Bertrand competition of a homogenous product that the seller

is willing to undercut the competitor down to its own reservation value. The authors also show

that the equilibrium sales trajectory is such that firms alternatively serve as a monopoly and the

firm with less capacity sells out before the firm with more capacity. We complement Talluri and

Mart́ınez de Albéniz (2011) by studying price competition of differentiated products and exploring
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its structural nature. To customers who shop around only for lowest fares, the products can be

viewed more or less homogeneous. However, pricing transparency facilitated by third-party travel

websites exposes the same price to various consumer segments with heterogenous price sensitivities,

e.g., loyal customers and bargain hunters. The aggregate demand structure is closer to the case

of differentiated products, and the resulting equilibrium behaviour is different from the case of a

homogenous product.

Strategic consumer has been examined in the competitive RM setting with various assumptions

on consumer behavior, such as what they know and how they behave. Levin et al. (2009) present

a unified stochastic dynamic pricing game of multiple firms where differentiated goods are sold

to finite segments of strategic customers who may time their purchases. The key insight is that

firms may benefit from limiting the information available to consumers. Liu and Zhang (2012)

study dynamic pricing competition between two firms offering vertically differentiated products to

strategic consumers, where price skimming arises as a subgame perfect equilibrium. This model

may be more applicable to the seasonal products, and less applicable to the airline industry where

the average price trend is typically upward. We do not take consumers’ strategic waiting behavior

into account and admit this as a limitation. One may argue when the aggregate demand arrival

process, as an input to our model, is calibrated from real data over repeated horizons, it should, to

some extent, have captured the equilibrium waiting/purchase behavior of strategic consumers, e.g.,

strategic consumers may tend to arrive either at the beginning of the booking horizon or close to

departure (Li et al. 2011). Our model may provide a more practical approach to address strategic

consumer behavior. Firms can repeatedly, over horizons, solve the same problem with updated

time-varying demand structures to address repeated interaction with strategic consumers.

Two papers closest to ours are Lin and Sibdari (2009) and Xu and Hopp (2006). The former

proves the existence of a pure-strategy subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in a discrete-time stochas-

tic game with a stationary MNL demand structure. The main difference, apart from the demand

structure and the choice of how to model time, is that we focus on the structural nature of the

game and its implications, beyond the existence and uniqueness results. Similar to our paper, the

latter studies a dynamic pricing problem under oligopolistic competition in a continuous-review

setting. The authors establish a weak perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the pricing game. There

are several notable differences. Most significantly, the latter obtains a cooperative fixed-pricing

equilibrium strategy in a perfect competition of a homogeneous product. We obtain time-varying

pricing strategies for imperfect competition with differentiated products. Furthermore, the latter

assumes a quasi-linear consumer utility function, and our demand structure allows for a more

general consumer utility function.

In the extension, we study Markovian pricing equilibrium in a continuous-time dynamic stochas-

tic game over a finite horizon. In the economics literature, Pakes and McGuire (1994) develop

an algorithm for computing Markovian equilibrium strategies in a discrete-time infinite-horizon
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dynamic game of selling differentiated products. Fershtman and Pakes (2000) apply the algorithm

to a collusive framework with heterogeneity among firms, investment, entry, and exit. Borkovsky

et al. (2010) discuss an application of the homotopy method to solving these dynamic stochastic

games. Farias et al. (2012) introduce a new method to compute Markovian equilibrium strategies

in large-scale dynamic oligopoly models by approximating the best-response value function with a

linear combination of basis functions. (See references therein for comprehensive review of this line

of development.) We show that Markovian equilibrium of the continuous-time stochastic game is

reduced to equilibrium of the differential game, if the value functions are approximated by affine

functions. Moreover, instead of discretizing time to compute Markovian equilibrium of the stochas-

tic game like Lin and Sibdari (2009), we show that heuristics suggested by the corresponding

differential game are asymptotically optimal with large demand and supply.

2. The Model

We define some notation. R` ” r0,`8q and R`` ” p0,`8q. xi denotes the ith component of vector

~x, and ~x´i ” px1, . . . , xi´1, xi`1, . . . , xmq
T is a sub-vector of ~x with components other than i. ~ei

denotes a vector with the ith element 1 and all other elements 0’s. For notation simplicity, 0

can denote a scalar or a vector of any dimension with all entries being zeros. LHS and RHS are

shorthand for left-hand side and right-hand side, respectively. A function is said to be increasing

(decreasing) when it is nondecreasing (nonincreasing).

We consider a market of m competing firms selling differentiated perishable assets over a finite

horizon r0, T s. At time t“ 0, each firm i has an initial inventory of Ci units of one differentiated

product. We count the time forwards, and use t for the elapsed time and s” T ´ t for the remaining

time.

2.1. Assumptions

Consumers sequentially arrive at the market and make a purchase choice based on attributes of

the differentiated products and their current prices across the market. Both the arrival rate to

the market and the choice probability can be time-dependent. We specify the aggregate demand

rate function in a general way: at any time t P r0, T s, the vector of demand rates ~dpt, ~pptqq for all

firms is time-dependent and influenced by the current market price vector ~pptq. The general form

of the demand rate functions can allow for general consumer utility functions and general time-

varying arrival processes. This demand rate function can be calibrated, over repeated sales horizon,

from data of arrival rates to the market and inter-temporal price elasticities for the same origin-

destination “local” market. We further assume that the demand rate function is public information.

In the airline industry, firms typically have access to the same sources of pricing/sales data and

have very similar or sometimes even identical forecasting systems.

We denote the revenue rate function for any firm i at time t by ript, ~pq ” pidipt, ~pq. We further

make the following general assumptions on the demand rate functions.
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Assumption 1 (Demand Rate). The following assumptions hold for all i, t.

(a) (Differentiability) dipt, ~pq is continuously differentiable in ~p;

(b) (Pseudo-Convexity) dipt, ~pq is pseudo-convex in pi.

As a technical note, the pseudo-convexity assumption is a slight relaxation of convexity: a func-

tion f is pseudo-convex on a non-empty open set X if for any x, y PX, py´xqT∇xfpxq ě 0ñ fpyq ě

fpxq, where ∇x is the gradient operator. f is pseudo-concave if and only if ´f is pseudo-convex.

Pseudo-concavity is stronger than quasi-concavity but weaker than concavity. Unlike standard

oligopoly pricing problems without capacity constraints, we resort to this weaker version of convex-

ity on the demand rate function to account for general demand functions and deal with capacity

constraints.

Assumption 2 (Revenue Rate). The following assumptions hold for all i, t.

(a) (Pseudo-Concavity) ript, ~pq is pseudo-concave in pi;

(b) (Bounded Revenue) There exists a function R̄iptq such that ript, ~pq ď R̄iptq and ∫T0 R̄iptqdtă
8.

The less-used pseudo-convexity/concavity assumptions on demand and revenue rates are resorted

to accommodate MultiNomial Logit (MNL; see Anderson et al. 1992) demand functions:

dipt, ~pq “ λptq
βiptqe

´αiptqpi

a0ptq`βiptqe´αiptqpi `
ř

j‰i βjptqe
´αjptqpj

, (1)

where λptq, a0ptq, αiptq, βiptq ą 0 for all i. Moreover, Assumptions 1 and 2 are also satisfied by

linear demand functions of substitutable products dipt, ~pq “ aiptq ´ biptqpi `
ř

j‰i cijptqpj, where

aiptq, biptq ą 0 for all i and cij ě 0 for all j ‰ i. Lastly, we emphasize that all of our assumptions can

accommodate the co-existence of differentiated substitutable and complementary products, e.g.,

dipt, ~pq “ aiptq´ biptqpi`
ř

j‰i cijptqpj, where aiptq, biptq ą 0 for all i and cij PR for all j ‰ i.

It is easy to see that in a linear demand structure, each firm’s feasible strategy set can possibly

depend on competitors’ strategies. This is so called coupled strategy constraints (coined by Rosen

1965). We make the following assumptions on the feasible strategy set of each firm.

Assumption 3 (Price Set). The following assumptions hold for any competitors’ prices ~p´i

for all i, t.

(a) (Null Price) There exists a unique null price p8i pt, ~p´iq such that limpiÑp
8
i pt,~p´iq

dipt, ~pq “ 0

and limpiÑp
8
i pt,~p´iq

ript, ~pq “ 0, which is the only pricing option when a firm runs out of stock;

(b) (Feasible Set) Other than the null price that is available at any time and is the only option

upon stockout, firm i chooses price from the set Pipt, ~p´iq that is a non-empty, compact and

convex subset of tpi PR | dipt, pi, ~p´iq ě 0u.

(c) (Slater’s Condition) There exists p̄ipt, ~p´iq PPipt, ~p´iq such that dipt, p̄ipt, ~p´iq, ~p´iq ă 1{T .
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Assumption 3(a) makes sure that a firm immediately exits the market upon a stockout. In this

case, consumers who originally prefer the firm that has run out of stock will spill over to the

remaining firms that still have positive inventory. The spillover is endogenized from the demand

structure according to consumers’ preferences and product substitutability. For example, in any

MNL demand function, 8 is the null price, yielding the attraction value equal to zero. We further

illustrate the spillover effect by the following example.

Example 1 (Demand Structure with Spillover). For a duopoly with stationary linear

demand rate functions dipt, pi, p´iq “ 1 ´ pi ` γp´i, i “ 1,2, γ ă 1, firm 1 can post a null price

p81 pt, p2q “ 1`γp2, which is solved from d1pt, p1, p2q “ 1´p1`γp2 “ 0, to shut down its own demand.

The resulting demand rate function for firm 2 with the spillover effect is d2pt, p
8
1 pt, p2q, p2q “ 1´p2`

γp81 pt, p2q “ p1` γq ´ p1´ γ
2qp2. The spillover-adjusted demand for firm 2 has a higher potential

demand (higher intercept), and it is less price sensitive. ˝

Note that we do not exclude the possibility of shutting down demand by posting a null price

in a firm’s strategy before its stockout (see Example 2). The joint feasible price set at any time t

is denoted by Pptq ”
 

~p | pi P Pipt, ~p´iq Y tp8i pt, ~p´iqu,@ i
(

. Assumption 3(c) guarantees that there

exists a price control policy t~poptq PPptq,0ď tď T u such that the capacity constraint is satisfied,

i.e., ∫T0 dipt, ~poptqqdtă xi for all xi PN and all i. This is the Slater constraint qualification, commonly

used in nonlinear optimization to ensure that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT)-type conditions are

necessary for optimality. Assumption 3(c) is satisfied if the feasible price set contains sufficiently

high prices.

We also assume that the salvage value of the asset at the end of the sales horizon is zero and that

all other costs are sunk. We can always transform a problem with positive salvage cost ci for firm

i to a zero-salvage-cost case by changing variables from pi to pi´ ci in the demand rate function.

2.2. The Model

We formulate a finite-horizon non-cooperative differential game, where demand is a deterministic

fluid process (Dockner et al. 2000). In the extension, we will consider its stochastic counterpart

where demand is a Poisson process. Firms compete in influencing demand rates by adjusting prices.

At time t P r0, T s, firm i sets its own price piptq. We assume the following information structure

throughout the paper.

Assumption 4 (Strong Information Structure). All firms have perfect knowledge about

each other’s inventory levels at any time.

This assumption is standard in game theory for seeking subgame perfect equilibrium. It used to be

unrealistic, but nowadays inventory information in real time may be considered as being revealed

in some way, since almost all online travel agencies and major airlines offer a feature of previewing

seat availability from their websites.
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Let us denote by ~xptq the joint inventory level at time t, which is assumed to be a continuous

quantity in the differential game. Let X ”
Ś

ir0,Cis denote the state space of inventory in the

market. Later, the inventory level will be discrete in the stochastic extension. We differentiate

the following two types of strategies. In an open-loop strategy, firms make an irreversible pre-

commitment to a future course of action at the beginning of the game. Alternatively, feedback

strategies designate prices according to the current time and joint inventory level, which capture

the feedback reaction of competitors to the firm’s chosen course of action.

Definition 1 (Open-Loop Strategy). A joint open-loop strategy ~pptq depends only on time

t and the given initial joint inventory level ~xp0q “ ~C. The set of all joint open-loop strategies such

that ~pptq PPptq, @ t, is denoted by PO.

Definition 2 (Feedback Strategy). A joint feedback strategy ~ppt, ~xptqq depends on time

t and the current joint inventory level ~xptq. The set of all joint feedback strategies such that

~ppt, ~xptqq PPptq, @ t, is denoted by PF .

Let Dr0, T s denote the space of all right-continuous real-valued functions with left limits defined

on interval r0, T s, where the left discontinuities accommodate price jumps after a sale. Given joint

pricing strategy ~p P pDr0, T sqm, we denote the total profit for any firm i by Jir~ps ” ∫T0 ript, ~pptqqdt.
Inventory drops at the demand rate, hence the vector of inventory evolves according to the following

equation: for all i,

9xiptq “´dipt, ~pptqq, 0ď tď T, xip0q “Ci.

Any firm i’s objective is to maximize its own total revenue over the sales horizon subject to all

capacity constraints at any time, i.e.,

Problem (Pi) max
tpiptq,0ďtďT u

ż T

0

ript, ~pptqqdt

s.t. xiptq “Ci´

ż t

0

dipv, ~ppvqqdvě 0, 0ď tď T, @ i. (2)

Firms simultaneously solving its own revenue maximization problem subject to a joint set of

constraints gives arise to a game with coupled strategy constraints (2) for all i, i.e., any firm’s

feasible strategy set depends on competitors’ strategies through these capacity constraints. For this

type of game, Rosen (1965) coined the term a generalized Nash game with coupled constraints;

see also Topkis (1998) for a treatment of such generalized games. In the differential game, the

pricing strategies are simultaneously presented by all firms before the game starts. If some pricing

policy is not jointly feasible, then it will be eliminated from the joint feasible strategy space, in

other words, all firms face a joint set of constraints in selecting feasible strategies such that their

strategies remain credible. This explains why any firm i is also constrained by all firms’ capacity

constraints in its own revenue maximization problem (Pi).

The definitions of generalized Nash equilibrium for open-loop (OLNE) and feedback strategies

(FNE) follow immediately. A generalized (omitted hereafter) OLNE (resp. FNE) is an m-tuple of
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open-loop (resp. feedback) strategies ~p˚ P pDr0, T sqmXPO (resp. PF ) such that tp˚i ptq,0ď tď T u

is the solution to problem (Pi) for all i. In a non-zero-sum differential game, open-loop and feedback

strategies are generally different, either in form, or in terms of generated inventory trajectory and

price path. However, we will demonstrate in §3.4 that re-solving OLNE continuously over time

results in an FNE, which generates the same inventory trajectory and price path as those of the

OLNE with the initial time and inventory level. Due to this relationship between OLNE and FNE,

for convenience, we may loosely call an OLNE, an equilibrium strategy, in the following discussion

of the differential game.

3. Equilibrium

In this section, we show equilibrium existence, and its uniqueness in an appropriate sense. We fully

explore its structural properties, and illustrate them with examples.

3.1. Existence

To show the existence of an OLNE that is infinite-dimensional, we invoke an infinite-dimensional

version of Kakutani’s fixed point theorem (Bohnenblust and Karlin 1950).

Proposition 1 (Existence of OLNE). We have the following equilibrium existence results.

(i) If p8i pt, ~p´iq PPipt, ~p´iq, there exists an OLNE.

(ii) For MNL demand structures, there exists an OLNE where firms do not use the null price 8

at any time.

We list MNL demand structures separately. This is because any feasible price set containing MNL’s

null price 8 will not be compact and convex, hence we need to treat them slightly differently.

3.2. Characterization

We follow the maximum principle of the differential game with constrained state space (Pontryagin

et al. 1962) to derive the set of necessary conditions for OLNE, and then verify that they are also

sufficient conditions under our assumptions on demand and revenue rate functions. Then we have

the following full characterization of OLNE.

Proposition 2 (Characterization of OLNE). The open-loop policy t~p˚ptq : 0 ď t ď T u,

with its corresponding state trajectory t~x˚ptq : 0 ď t ď T u, is an OLNE if and only if there exists

a matrix of nonnegative shadow prices M ” rµijsmˆm ě 0 such that the following conditions are

satisfied for all i,

(i) (Equilibrium Prices) for t such that x˚i ptq ą 0,

p˚i ptq “ arg max
piPPipt,~p

˚
´iptqqYtp

8
i pt,~p

˚
´iptqqu

"

ript, pi, ~p
˚
´iptqq´

capacity externality
hkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj

ÿ

j

µijdjpt, pi, ~p
˚
´iptqq

*

; (3)
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(ii) (Market Exit) if the set Ei “ tt P r0, T s | x
˚
i ptq “ 0u is non-empty, then for t P rt̄i, T s where

t̄i “ infEi, there exist decreasing shadow price processes µ
ij
ptq P r0, µijs for all j that shut down

firm i’s demand, i.e.,

p˚i ptq “ p
8
i pt, ~p

˚
´iptqq “ arg max

piPPipt,~p
˚
´iptqqYtp

8
i pt,~p

˚
´iptqqu

"

ript, pi, ~p
˚
´iptqq´

ÿ

j

µ
ij
ptqdjpt, pi, ~p

˚
´iptqq

*

;

(iii) (Complementary Slackness) µijx
˚
j pT q “ 0 for all j.

The OLNE has a simple structure. First, there exists a finite set of shadow prices, independent

of time, measuring capacity externalities that firms exert on each other. Second, the inter-temporal

equilibrium prices at any time are solved from a one-shot price competition game with the current-

time demand structure, taking into account time-invariant capacity externalities.

We now illustrate this structure in detail. First, let us focus on the shadow prices. The charac-

terization says that in the differential game, in equilibrium the externality that one firm’s capacity

exerts on all firms is constant over time before the firm runs out of stock. Intuitively, the time-

invariant capacity externalities are due to the fact that capacity constraints are imposed on the

total sales over the entire sales horizon, and that the demand rate is independent of current inven-

tory levels. The complementary slackness condition indicates when to, and when not to expect

capacity externality. If at the end of the sales horizon, some firm, along the equilibrium inventory

path, still has positive inventory, then this firm’s capacity exerts no externalities at all. Otherwise,

a non-zero externality will be expected. Whenever a firm’s inventory level hits zero before the end

of the horizon, the firm has to post an appropriate null price to exit the market, which is the only

option to avoid taking orders but not being able to fulfill them. The demand system among the

remaining firms with positive inventory will be adjusted to account for spillover, and the firm that

has run out of stock no longer exerts any further externality on all other firms.

Second, let us see how the inter-temporal equilibrium prices emerge from the interaction between

the current-time demand structure and aggregate supply constraints. We start with a one-shot

monopoly problem to illustrate the self-inflicted capacity externality. In a monopoly market with

a continuous downward-sloping demand curve dppq, a revenue-maximizing firm with capacity C

faces a one-shot pricing decision. The revenue maximization problem with capacity constraint can

be written as maxp pdppq, s.t. dppq ďC. The optimal solution is the maximum between the market-

clearing price po “ inftp | dppq ď Cu, and the revenue-maximizing price p˚ “ arg maxp pdppq. The

first-order condition of this problem taking into account capacity constraint is Brpdppq ` µpC ´

dppqqs{Bp “ Brpp ´ µqdppqs{Bp “ 0, where µ ě 0 is the shadow price of capacity. If the firm has

ample capacity such that dpp˚q ď C, then the optimal price is the revenue-maximizing price p˚

and the capacity constraint exerts no externality on setting the price (i.e., µ“ 0). If the firm has

limited capacity such that dpp˚q ąC, then the optimal price is the market-clearing price po and the

capacity constraint exerts a positive externality on boosting the optimal price to be higher than

p˚ (i.e., µą 0).
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Let us now get back to the inter-temporal price competition game. We have already explained

that the externalities a firm’s capacity exerts on all firms are time-invariant. Then the price equi-

librium at any time is simply to solve a one-shot price competition game under the current-time

demand structure that has been adjusted for spillover, taking into account time-invariant capacity

externalities (see problem (3)). Now we illustrate how capacity externalities influence the equilib-

rium pricing inter-temporally. Let us fix an arbitrary time t and focus on the first order conditions

of the maximization problem (3) of any firm i that has taken into account capacity externali-

ties. On one hand, if firms i and j offer substitutable products, then Bdjpt, ~pq{Bpi ě 0 and hence,

µijBdjpt, ~pq{Bpi ě 0. Therefore firm j’s scarce capacity exerts a positive externality on firm i: since

firm j has limited capacity, it has a tendency to increase its own price as the self-inflicted capacity

externality; due to the substitutability between products from firms i and j, the price compe-

tition between the two firms will be alleviated so that firm i can also post a higher price. On

the other hand, if firms i and j offer complementary products, then Bdjpt, ~pq{Bpi ď 0 and hence,

µijBdjpt, ~pq{Bpi ď 0. Therefore firm j’s scarce capacity exerts a negative externality on firm i: while

firm j has a tendency to increase its own price, due to the complementarity between products from

firms i and j, the price of firm i has to be undercut to compensate for the price increase of firm j.

Comparative Statics. Motivated by firms’ self-interested behavior, we propose and investi-

gate a special notion of equilibrium, bounded rational equilibrium, which facilitates analysis of

comparative statics of equilibrium prices.

Definition 3 (Bounded Rational OLNE). A bounded rational OLNE has its matrix of

constant (bounded rational) shadow prices satisfy µij “ 0 for all i‰ j; namely, M ” rµijsmˆm is a

diagonal matrix with the diagonal rµiismˆ1 PRm` .

The bounded rational equilibrium may arise if in the best-response problem of each firm, only

the firm’s own capacity constraint is taken into account. The bounded rational equilibrium can

be the only relevant equilibrium concept, if firms do not have competitors’ inventory information

and the equilibrium emerges from repeated best responses. In view of how capacity externalities

influence price competition depending on the nature of product differentiability, we can obtain

the following comparative statics of equilibrium prices in bounded rational OLNE with respect to

capacity levels.

Proposition 3 (Comparative Statics of Bounded Rational OLNE in Capacity). If

all products are substitutable such that the price competition is (log-)supermodular, then a decrease

in any firm’s capacity leads to higher equilibrium prices in bounded rational OLNE for any firm.

In a duopoly selling complementary products such that the price competition is (log-)submodular,

a decrease in one firm’s capacity leads to higher equilibrium prices for the firm itself and lower

equilibrium prices for the other firm in bounded rational OLNE.
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Proposition 3 says that the lower any firm’s capacity is, the higher the bounded rational OLNE

equilibrium prices are at any time for all firms in the competition of selling substitutable products.

This decreasing monotonicity of equilibrium prices in capacities is driven by the decreasing mono-

tonicity of bounded rational shadow prices in capacities, as a natural extension of the monopoly

case.

3.3. Uniqueness

In our game, one firm’s strategy set depends on competitors’ strategies. Such a game is referred to

as generalized Nash game in the literature. Rosen (1965) investigates the notion of normalized Nash

equilibrium in the context of finite-dimensional generalized Nash games. In a series of papers (e.g.,

Carlson 2002), Carlson extends the idea to infinite-dimensional generalized Nash games. Similarly,

for our differential game, we can define normalized Nash equilibrium that has the constant shadow

prices related in a special way, and provide a sufficient condition to guarantee its uniqueness.

Definition 4 (Normalized OLNE). A normalized OLNE has its matrix of constant shadow

prices specified by one vectors ~ξ PRm` as µij “ ξj for all i and j; namely, M ” rµijsmˆm is a matrix

with all rows being equal. (See Hobbs and Pang 2007, Adida and Perakis 2010 for the same notion.)

Recall that in any firm i’s revenue maximization, the shadow prices µij, for all j, measure

how much externality firm j’s capacity exerts on firm i. The normalized Nash equilibrium can

be interpreted qualitatively as that all firms use the same shadow prices in their best-response

problems. It may be reasonable to argue that in the airline industry, each firm infer the same set

of shadow prices from the commonly observed capacity levels across firms. This is because there

are common business practices across the airline industry, e.g., most airlines use very similar or

sometimes even identical RM systems, and they may use common external sources of data. If the

normalized Nash equilibrium is concerned, its uniqueness can be obtained under the commonly

used strict diagonal dominance (SDD) condition.

Proposition 4 (Unique Normalized OLNE). If dipt, ~pq is convex in pj for all i, j, t and

B2ript, ~pq

Bpi
2 `

ÿ

j‰i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B2ript, ~pq

BpiBpj

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ă 0 (SDD)

for all i, t, then there exists a unique normalized OLNE.

To accommodate MNL demand structures, we provide a general sufficient condition to guarantee

the uniqueness of bounded rational OLNE.

Proposition 5 (Unique Bounded Rational OLNE). If Bdipt, ~pq{Bpi ă 0 for all i and t, and

the Jacobian and Hessian matrix of the demand function ~dpt, ~pq with respect to ~p are negative semi-

definite for all ~p P Pptq and all t, then there exists at most one bounded rational OLNE for any

vector of diagonal shadow prices rµiismˆ1 P Rm` . Moreover, there exists a unique bounded rational

OLNE for some vector of diagonal shadow prices.
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We show that for any vector of nonnegative diagonal shadow prices, there exists a unique price

equilibrium at any time, arising from the one-shot price competition game, with the diagonal

shadow prices as the marginal costs. However, an arbitrary vector of diagonal shadow prices may not

necessarily result in a bounded rational OLNE. Only if the entire price trajectory indeed satisfies

the equilibrium characterization, then this vector of diagonal shadow prices does correspond to an

equilibrium, with a unique joint equilibrium pricing policy. By the existence result of Proposition

1 which essentially shows the existence of a bounded rational OLNE, we know that there exists

at least one vector of diagonal shadow prices such that its corresponding bounded rational OLNE

is unique. As an immediate result of Propositions 4 and 5, we can provide the following sufficient

conditions for linear demand structures to guarantee the uniqueness of bounded rational OLNE.

Corollary 1. For any linear demand structure with ~dpt, ~pq “ ~at ´Bt~p, where ~at P Rm``, Bt P

Rmˆm is a diagonally dominant matrix with diagonal entries positive and off-diagonal entries non-

positive,

(i) there exists a unique normalized OLNE;

(ii) there exists a unique bounded rational OLNE for some vector of diagonal shadow prices.

Moreover, as an immediate result of Gallego et al. (2006), we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2. For the MNL demand structure (1), there exists a unique bounded rational

OLNE for some vector of diagonal shadow prices.

3.4. Feedback Nash Equilibrium

So far we have fully characterized OLNE. Next we will establish a connection between OLNE and

FNE. Given any point of time t with a joint inventory level ~xptq, firms can solve a differential

game, denoted by Ppt, ~xptqq, with a remaining sales horizon rt, T s and a current inventory level

~xptq, as the initial condition. We denote by ~pf pt, ~xq the mapping from the initial condition pt, ~xq

of the differential game Ppt, ~xptq “ ~xq, to the equilibrium prices ~p˚ptq of an OLNE at its initial

time t. Intuitively, ~pf pt, ~xq is re-solving OLNE for any initial condition pt, ~xq. If OLNE is unique

as discussed in the previous subsection, the designation of the mapping ~pf pt, ~xq is unambiguous.

In some other scenarios, even OLNE may not be unique, a natural focal point can be the Pareto-

dominant equilibrium. For example, for any diagonal shadow prices rµiismˆ1 P Rm` , if the revenue

rate function ript, pi, ~p´iq for all i has increasing differences in ppi, ~p´iq for any t, then multiple

bounded rational OLNE may arise, but there is a largest one that is preferred by all firms (Bernstein

and Federgruen 2005, Theorem 2).

Open-loop strategy is a static concept. For a given initial time and joint inventory level, it specifies

a time-dependent control path. Feedback strategy is a dynamic concept and specifies reactions to

all possibilities of current time and joint inventory levels. However, in our RM differential game, a

joint feedback strategy, that solves an OLNE at every time instant with the current joint inventory

level, is an FNE and can generate the same equilibrium price/inventory trajectory as an OLNE.
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This is, again, due to the structural nature of our RM differential game. By the characterization

of OLNE, the set of shadow prices to determine an OLNE for a differential game Ppt, ~xptqq only

depends on the game’s initial time and inventory, namely, time t and the joint inventory level

~xptq. Hence, the prices for the current time t in the re-solving feedback strategy are uniquely

determined by the current time t and the current joint inventory level ~xptq, and are independent of

future inventory levels. Successively re-solving the open-loop problem for the current time will keep

updating prices solved from the current shadow prices that have fully captured the time-invariant

capacity externality over the remaining horizon. In the extreme case when all firms have ample

capacities and hence there is no capacity externality, both the re-solving feedback strategy and

open-loop equilibrium reduce to a one-shot price competition with zero marginal costs at any time,

independent of any inventory levels. Hence, the re-solving mapping ~pf pt, ~xq is indeed an FNE by

definition (Starr and Ho 1969), and the existence of OLNE also guarantees the existence of FNE.

Starting from any given initial time and joint inventory level, there exists an OLNE by Propo-

sition 1. Since the shadow prices along the equilibrium inventory trajectory in this OLNE are

constant by Proposition 2, the re-solving FNE’s prices determined by those shadow prices evolve

along the same price trajectory and result in the same inventory trajectory as predicted by the very

OLNE. The same type of behavior has been observed in the monopoly RM problem (Maglaras and

Meissner 2006).

Proposition 6 (Feedback Equilibrium). The re-solving strategy ~pf pt, ~xq is an FNE of the

differential game. For any initial condition pt0, ~xpt0qq, the equilibrium price and inventory trajecto-

ries under the re-solving FNE are the same as those under its corresponding OLNE with the very

initial condition pt0, ~xpt0qq.

We have fully characterized OLNE and identified an FNE in a feedback form that results in

coincidental price and inventory trajectories as the OLNE. We caution that this coincidence holds

only for the deterministic problem. For problems with random demand, the price and inventory

trajectories under open-loop and re-solving feedback strategies, in general, are different. However,

one can surmise that since a deterministic problem provides the first-order approximation to the

corresponding stochastic problem, the feedback strategies obtained from the deterministic problem

should serve as a reasonably good heuristic for the stochastic problem. We will provide more

rigorous arguments for this claim in §4.

3.5. Applications

From the characterization, we know that the inter-temporal equilibrium prices are jointly deter-

mined by the current-time market condition (on the inter-temporal demand side) and time-

independent shadow prices reflecting capacity externality (on the aggregate supply side). Next we

illustrate with a couple of examples how these two-sided influences interact to determine the inter-

temporal equilibrium pricing behavior. Each example comes with its own theme, set to illustrate
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a set of managerial insights under the framework. These insights cannot be gained by analyzing

a one-shot capacitated competition model. Though the analysis is conducted for OLNE, the same

type of inter-temporal behavior can also be sustained at an FNE, by Proposition 6.

3.5.1. Alternating Monopoly In a dynamic Bertrand-Edgeworth competition of a homoge-

nous product (Talluri and Mart́ınez de Albéniz 2011), along the trajectory of a non-cooperative

subgame perfect equilibrium, firms may take turns to be a monopoly, avoiding a head-to-head

fierce competition. Is this phenomenon unique to the homogenous-product price competition? For

an RM game of differentiated products, can such an outcome be sustained in equilibrium? The

answer is yes, but it depends on the inter-temporal demand structure.

First, we show that for any MNL demand structure, it is impossible to have an alternating

monopoly in equilibrium. We prove this result by contradiction. Suppose an alternating monopoly

is in equilibrium. In an MNL demand structure, for any finite price of a product, no matter how

high it is, there always exists a positive demand rate. Due to this nature of MNL, we can show that

it is beneficial for any firm to deviate by evening out a sufficiently small amount of inventory from

its own monopoly period to a competitor’s monopoly period. Hence, we can reach the following

conclusion (see the Appendix for a rigorous proof).

Proposition 7. In a differential game with an MNL demand structure and the strategy space for

any firm being the full price space R`, an alternating monopoly cannot be sustained in equilibrium.

Next, in the following example we show that for a linear inter-temporal demand structure, it

is indeed possible to have an alternating monopoly. This is because due to the nature of a linear

structure, demand can be zero when price is sufficiently high. Hence, if a firm is exerted a sufficiently

high positive externality by the competitor’s capacity, then it is possible for the null price to be

optimal even before stocking out.

Example 2 (Avoid Head-to-Head). Consider a duopoly with an inter-temporal linear

demand rate function: dipt, pi, p´iq “ 1 ´ pi ` γHp´i, d´ipt, pi, p´iq “ 1 ´ p´i ` γLpi for

t P rpi´ 1qT {2, iT {2q, i “ 1,2, 0 ă γL ă γH ă 1. The feasible price set Pipt, p´iq “
tpi ě 0 | dipt, pi, p´iq ě 0u. In this demand structure, firm i, i“ 1,2, is more sensitive to the com-

petitor’s price reduction in the ith period; in other words, in period i, firm i is less preferred and

firm ´i is more preferred by consumers. Suppose both firms have limited capacity C1 “C2 “ 1 rel-

ative to the sales horizon T that is assumed to be sufficiently large. We propose a joint policy that

two firms alternately sell as a monopoly for one half of the sales horizon: p˚i ptq “ p
˚ ”

p1`γH q´2{T

1´γHγL
,

p˚´iptq “ p
8
´ipt, p

˚
i ptqq “ 1` γLp

˚ for t P rpi´ 1qT {2, iT {2q, i“ 1,2. The proposed joint policy is such

that firm i, i“ 1,2 will be a monopoly to sell off its capacity Ci “ 1 using the ith half of the sales

horizon r0, T s.

One intuitive way to verify the proposed joint policy as an OLNE is to examine if there is

an incentive for any firm to unilaterally deviate from this policy (see the Appendix for such a
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verification). By Proposition 2, an alternative way of verifying OLNE is to check against the

characterization. It is easy to see that the proposed joint price policy and the shadow price process

µijptq “
p˚´2{T

1´γL
for all t P r0, T q and i, j “ 1,2, indeed satisfy the characterization. ˝

From the angle of shadow prices, it is not only easy to verify OLNE, but also is intuitive to see how

capacity externalities interact with the inter-temporal demand structure to determine equilibrium

behavior. In Example 2, the externality exerted by the competitor’s scarce capacity is significant

to force the firm to shut down demand in the half horizon when its product is less-preferred by

consumers.

3.5.2. Effective Sales Horizon We illustrate by an example that in equilibrium (all) firms

may not fully utilize the nominal whole sales horizon r0, T s due to competitors’ limited capacity,

even under a stationary demand structure. This poses a stark contrast to the monopoly case

(Gallego and van Ryzin 1994) where the full sales horizon is always used in the optimal solution

under a stationary demand structure.

Example 3 (Head-to-Head). Consider a duopoly with a stationary and symmetric MNL

demand rate function: dipt, pi, p´iq “
e´pi

a0`e
´pi`e´p´i

, t P r0, T s, a0 ą 0, i “ 1,2. Other than the null

price 8, firms choose price from the set Pipt, p´iq “ r0,L´1s where L is sufficiently large. Suppose

both firms have limited capacity C1 “C2 “ 1 relative to the sales horizon T that is assumed to be

sufficiently large. We will show that for any τ P ra0 exppp˚q`2, T s, where p˚ is the price equilibrium

without capacity constraints characterized by the equation a0p1´pq`2expp´pq “ 0, the following

joint open-loop policy

piptq “ p´iptq “

#

ln
´

τ´2
a0

¯

t P r0, τq,

8 t P rτ,T s,

is an OLNE. With the proposed joint policy, both firms price at ln
´

τ´2
a0

¯

ě p˚ until the sellout

at time t“ τ ď T ; both firms earn a total revenue ln
´

τ´2
a0

¯

that is increasing in τ . Let us verify

that the proposed policy is indeed an equilibrium by checking whether there is any incentive to

deviate. First, given the competitor’s strategy fixed, it is not beneficial for any firm to shorten

its effective sales horizon within period r0, τq. Second, it may seem that a firm may improve its

profit by evening out a small amount of capacity from period r0, τq and selling it as a monopoly in

period rτ,T s. Such a deviation would be profitable if the amount is made sufficiently small and it is

jointly feasible. However, it is clear that the firm’s deviation of evening out some capacity by price

increase in period r0, τq will make its competitor sell more than its capacity. Thus such a deviation

is not jointly feasible and will not sustain in equilibrium, though it is unilaterally feasible. Hence

the proposed joint open-loop policy is an OLNE, where both firms do not fully utilize the whole

sales horizon.

Again, we can verify OLNE by checking against the characterization. It is easy to see that the pro-

posed joint price policy and the shadow price process for all i, µiiptq “L, µi,´iptq “Lr1`a0 exppp˚qs
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for t P r0, τq and µiiptq “ L, µi,´iptq “ 0 for t P rτ,T s, indeed satisfy the OLNE characterization.

There are infinite number of such equilibria differing in the length of effective sales horizon. Among

all such equilibria, the one utilizing the whole sales horizon Pareto-dominates all other, and is the

unique bounded rational OLNE. ˝

The discrepancy from the monopoly case is due to that in the oligopoly, as firms pre-commit to

OLNE, they also take into account competitors’ capacity constraint to make the pre-commitment

credible. Example 3 clearly illustrates that the externalities exerted by the competitor’s scarce

capacity may limit a firm’s feasible option and force each other to engage in fierce head-to-head

competition.

4. Extension to the Stochastic Game

We extend the differential game to account for demand uncertainty by considering its stochastic-

game counterpart in continuous time. We will show that the solution suggested by the differential

game captures the essence and provides a good approximation for the stochastic game. The stochas-

tic game formulation can be viewed as a game version of the optimal dynamic pricing problem

considered in Gallego and van Ryzin (1994). Firms compete in influencing stochastic demand

intensity by adjusting prices. More specifically, demand for a product is assumed to be a non-

homogeneous Poisson process with Markovian intensities, instead of deterministic rates. At time

t P r0, T s, firm i applies its own non-anticipating price policy piptq. Let N~u
i ptq denote the number of

items sold up to time t for firm i under joint pricing policy ~u. A demand for any firm i is realized

at time t if dN~u
i ptq “ 1. We denote the joint Markovian allowable pricing policy space by P, where

any joint allowable pricing policy ~u“ t~ppt,~nptqq,0 ď t ď T u satisfies ~ppt,~nptqq P Pptq for all t and

∫T0 dN~u
i ptq ď Ci almost sure (a.s.) for all i. By the Markovian property of P, we mean that the

price policy offered by any firm is a function of the elapsed time and current joint inventory level;

that is, ~ppt,~nptqq “ ~p
`

t,C1´N
~u
1 ptq,C2´N

~u
2 ptq, . . . ,Cm´N

~u
mptq

˘

,0 ď t ď T. We want to analyze

strategies with Markovian properties, and again assume the strong information structure.

Given pricing policy ~u P P, we denote the expected profit for any firm i by Gir~us ”

Er∫T0 pipt,~nptqqdN~u
i ptqs. The goal of any firm i is to maximize its total expected profit over the

sales horizon. A joint pricing policy ~u˚ PP constitutes a Nash equilibrium if, whenever any firm

modifies its policy away from the equilibrium, its own payoff will not increase. More precisely, ~u˚

is called a Markovian equilibrium strategy if Gi

“

ui, ~u
˚
´i

‰

ďGi r~u
˚s for rui, ~u

˚
´is PP and all i. By

applying Brémaud (1980, Theorem VII.T1) to the context of the RM stochastic game, we show

that the following set of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equations is a sufficient condition for the

Markovian equilibrium strategy.

Proposition 8 (Stochastic RM Game). If functions Vips,~nq : r0, T s ˆ tZm XX u ÞÑ R` for

all i are differentiable with respect to time s” T ´ t and satisfy the following set of HJB equations

simultaneously

´
BVips,~nq

Bt
“ sup

piPPipt,~p´iqYtp
8
i pt,~p´iqu

!

ript, ~pq´∇~Vips,~nqT~dpt, ~pq
)

, ni ą 0, (4)
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where ∇~Vips,~nq ” p∆Vi,1ps,~nq,∆Vi,2ps,~nq, . . . ,∆Vi,mps,~nqq and ∆Vi,jps,~nq ” Vips,~nq´Vips,~n´~ejq,

with boundary conditions for all i, (i) Vip0,~nq “ 0 for all ~n and (ii) Vips,~nq “ 0 if ni ď 0 for all s,

and p˚i pt,~nq : r0, T sˆtZmXX u ÞÑR` achieves the supremum in the HJB equation (4) for any firm

i at all pt,~nq, then ~u˚ “ t~p˚pt,~nqu PP is a Markovian equilibrium strategy.

For a discrete-time version of the stochastic game under a stationary MNL demand structure, Lin

and Sibdari (2009) demonstrate the existence of a Markovian equilibrium strategy by backward-

inductively solving the set of HJB equations. However, other than the existence result, no further

structural results are known. For the continuous-time stochastic game, we focus on exploring the

natural link between the stochastic game and the differential game that has a simple and intuitive

structural characterization.

4.1. Affine Functional Approximations

In the stochastic game, we adopt an affine functional approximation to the value functions:

Vips,~nq «Wips,~nq ” ∫Tt θipvqdv` ~wiptq
T~n for all i, t and ~n, where s” T ´ t, and ~wiptq ě 0 is a piece-

wise continuously differentiable function. If we restrict ~wiptq “ ~wi for all t P r0, T q and ~wipT q “ 0, the

approximation is called a quasi-static affine functional approximation (Adelman 2007). The term

θiptq approximates the marginal value of time-to-go and ~wiptq approximates the marginal value

of capacity at time t. We show that the first-order approximated capacity marginal value process

~wiptq is exactly equal to the shadow price process ~µiptq in the differential game. By Proposition

2, in any OLNE, the shadow price process is constant before the stockout, hence we do not lose

generality by restricting the approximation to a quasi-static affine approximation.

Proposition 9 (Affine Approximation to Stochastic Game). A joint strategy satisfies

the conditions obtained from an affine or quasi-static affine functional approximation to the value

functions in the set of HJB equations (4) with boundary conditions omitted if and only if it is an

OLNE in the differential game.

We approximate the value functions in the set of HJB equations (4), which is a sufficient condition

for Markovian equilibrium in the stochastic game, with the boundary conditions omitted. We show

this approximation yields a set of conditions that admits and only admits OLNE as a solution. The

treatment of omitting the boundary conditions in the approximation is essentially due to that the

affine approximation to the value functions calls for open-loop strategies which satisfy boundary

conditions only along the optimal state trajectories, while the boundary conditions of the HJB

equations are in a feedback form in nature.

Proposition 9 suggests that the shadow prices obtained from the differential game provide a

good approximation to the marginal values of capacities in the stochastic game. Under the affine

functional approximation, the stochastic game reduces to the differential game with nonnegative

constraints imposed on the inventory levels at any point of time. This is equivalent to imposing
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nonnegative constraints on the inventory levels at the end of the sales horizon, which is the dif-

ferential game obtained under the quasi-static affine functional approximation. In a discrete-time

monopolistic network RM setting with exogenous prices of resources, Adelman (2007) demon-

strates the following three problems yield different solutions: the deterministic problem of replacing

the random demand by its mean, the resulting problems of approximating the value functions

of the stochastic problem by affine and by quasi-static affine functions. We show that under the

dynamic pricing setting in continuous time, the three problems are equivalent, even with time-

varying demand structure and under competition.

4.2. Heuristics as Asymptotic Equilibria

The differential game can be analyzed to suggest tractable and efficiently-computable heuristics

to its stochastic counterpart. Next we propose heuristics suggested by OLNE and FNE of the

differential game, and show that they are equilibria in an asymptotic sense for the stochastic game,

in the limiting regime where the potential demand and capacity are proportionally scaled up.

Specifically, using k as an index, we consider a sequence of problems with demand rate function

~dkpt, ~pq “ k~dpt, ~pq and capacity ~Ck “ k ~C, and let k increase to infinity; hereafter, a superscript k

will denote quantities that scale with k.

Definition 5 (Asymptotic NE). In the stochastic game, ~u˚ PP is called an asymptotic Nash

equilibrium in the limiting regime of the sequence of scaled stochastic games if for any εą 0, there

exists l such that for all ką l,
1

k
Gk
i rui, ~u

˚
´is ď

1

k
Gk
i r~u

˚s` ε for all pui, ~u
˚
´iq PP.

The quantity ε here refers to a small amount relative to the profit under asymptotic equilibrium,

more than which a firm’s profit cannot be improved by a unilateral deviation.

Next we assume each firm implements any heuristic suggested by the differential game in the

stochastic game up to the stopping time when it runs out of stock. After stockout, firms simply

post a null price to avoid taking orders that cannot be fulfilled.

Pre-commitment. Even under the strong information structure, firms may pre-commit to

open-loop policies. This decision of pre-commitment can arise when firms trade off between price

pre-commitment and pricing flexibility. As contingent pricing in response to demand uncertainty

may intensify competition, price pre-commitment can result in higher revenues for firms than price

flexibility under competition (see Xu and Hopp 2006 for a discussion on this in the context of

a homogeneous product). We show that the pre-commitment to an OLNE is asymptotic optimal

under competition.

Proposition 10 (OLNE as Asymptotic NE). Any OLNE of the differential game is an

asymptotic NE among pre-committed jointly allowable open-loop strategies in the limiting regime

of the sequence of scaled stochastic games.
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Contingent Pricing. Under the strong information structure, the inventory level of any firm

in real time is public information. The re-solving feedback strategy ~pf pt, ~xq in the differential game

provides a heuristic in feedback form for the stochastic game. Due to the differentiability of the

demand structure in prices for any time (Assumption 1(a)), by Proposition 2 and implicit function

theorem, we can show that the re-solving FNE ~pf pt, ~xq is piecewise continuous in the current

inventory level ~x for all t. By extending Maglaras and Meissner (2006) to the game context, we

show that this heuristic is an asymptotic NE in the limiting regime as demand and supply grow

proportionally large.

Proposition 11 (FNE as Asymptotic NE). The re-solving FNE heuristic ~pf pt, ~xq is an

asymptotic NE in the limiting regime of the sequence of scaled stochastic games.

5. Conclusion

Current RM practice of legacy airlines is carried out with a pricing team designing fares and

another operations team allocating capacity to fare classes. This flaw is exacerbated by low cost

carriers offering fares with few or no restrictions and by Internet-enabled price transparency. RM

researchers and practitioners are trying to integrate pricing and capacity allocation into a single

system that takes into account pricing and quality attributes of the products available to customers

at the time of purchase. The challenge, of course, is the complexity of solving such systems.

We have shown that such inter-temporal pricing problems under competition, formulated as a

differential game, has a simple structure in nature. The structure sheds light on how transient mar-

ket conditions and aggregate supply constraints interact to determine inter-temporal equilibrium

pricing behavior. It is encouraging that the existence, and uniqueness (in the sense of normalized or

bounded rational equilibrium), of the equilibrium can be established for most of the commonly-used

demand rate functions, including MNL and linear demand functions. Moreover, by the structural

characterization of equilibrium, the infinite-dimensional time-varying equilibrium pricing policy

can be determined by the finite set of shadow prices measuring capacity externalities. Due to this

structure, the equilibrium computation can be significantly facilitated, and be cast as a finite-

dimensional nonlinear complementarity problem. Lastly, we show that the equilibrium solutions

from the differential game can provide pre-committed or contingent heuristic policies, capturing

the first-order effect, for its stochastic counterpart. No doubt that the re-solving feedback heuristic

that is dynamically easy-to-implement and provably asymptotic optimal, should be of practical

interest to airline managers.

Appendix. Proofs.

Proof of Proposition 1. We will apply the infinite-dimensional fixed point theorem (Bohnen-

blust and Karlin 1950, Theorem 5; see Electronic Companion B). As a sketch, to apply the fixed
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point theorem, the regularity assumptions on feasible price sets, demand differentiability in prices,

and pseudo-convexity of one’s demand in its own price ensure the coupled joint strategy space

of the game with relaxed constraints is convex, closed and compact. The demand differentiability

and bounded revenue assumptions ensure that the total profit Jir~ps is a continuous functional in

the joint policy ~pptq, hence the best-response correspondence as a set-valued map is non-empty

and has a closed graph. The pseudo-concavity of one’s revenue rate in its own price ensures the

best-response correspondence is convex. To apply the theorem, we consider the following set-valued

function Br~ps “ˆiBir~p´is, for ~p P S “ˆiSi, where Bir~p´is “ arg maxpiPSiJirpi, ~p´is, for ~p´i Pˆj‰iSj

and Si ”
 

piptq,0ď tď T | piptq P Pipt, ~p´iptqq, ∫ t0 dipv, pipvq, ~p´ipvqqdv ď Ci,@ t, ~p´i P pDr0, T sqm´1
(

.

For p8i pt, p´iq P Pipt, ~p´iq, piptq P Pipt, ~p´iptqq is equivalent to piptq P Pipt, ~p´iptqq Y tp8i pt, ~p´iptqqu.

For MNL demand structures, in a best response, it is not beneficial for a firm to use a null price at

any time if only constrained with its own capacity: suppose in the best response there is a period

of time where a firm use a null price, then the firm can even out a small amount of capacity from

other time to sell in this period; the capacity constraint for the firm is not violated; as long as the

feasible set Pipt, ~p´iptqq,@ t is sufficiently large to accommodate the prices to sell the sufficiently

small amount so that the total profit is improved, we reach a contradiction. Hence, we can use the

unilateral feasible set as defined in Si where piptq P Pipt, ~p´iptqq also for MNL. For MNL demand

structures, the OLNE, of which we show the existence in this proof as a solution to a fixed-point

problem, does not use the null price (i.e., 8) at any time. But there can be other OLNE that

indeed uses a null price for positive measurable set of time (see Example 3).

Step 1. We show that S is convex. It suffices to show that Si is convex for all i. Since dipt, pi, ~p´iq

is continuously differentiable (Assumption 1(a)) and pseudo-convex in pi (Assumption 1(b)), then

∫ t0 dipv, pipvq, ~p´ipvqqdv is pseudo-convex, hence quasi-convex, in tpipvq,0ď v ď tu. Then its lower

level set
 

pipvq,0ď vď t | ∫ t0 dipv, pipvq, ~p´ipvqqdvďCi
(

is convex. Hence, since Pipt, ~p´iptqq is con-

vex for all t (Assumption 3(b)), Si is convex by the fact that the intersection of any collection of

convex sets is convex.

Step 2. We show that S is weakly closed. It suffices to show that Si is (strongly) closed for all

i. Since Pipt, ~p´iq is compact in R for all t (Assumption 3(b)), hence Pipt, ~p´iq is closed for all t

and ~p´i by the fact that in an Euclidean space every compact set is closed. Then tpiptq,0ď tď T |

piptq PPipt, ~p´iptqq,@ tu is closed for all t~p´iptq,0ď tď T u by the fact that the product of closed sets

is closed. Since dipv, ~pq is continuous in ~p, by Cesari (1983, Theorem 10.8.i), ∫ t0 dipv, pipvq, ~p´ipvqqdv

is a lower semi-continuous functional in tpipvq,0ď vď tu. By an equivalent definition of lower semi-

continuity (Royden 1988, Problem 2.50(c)), the integral functional’s lower level set tpipvq,0ď vď

t | ∫ t0 dipv, pipvq, ~p´ipvqqdv ď Ciu is closed. Therefore, Si is closed by the fact that the intersection

of any collection of closed sets is closed.
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Step 3. We show that S is compact. It suffices to show that Si is compact for all i.

Since Pipt, ~p´iptqq is a compact set for any fixed ~p´i P ˆj‰iSj (Assumption 3(b)), the set

tpiptq,0ď tď T | piptq PPipt, ~p´iptqqu is compact by Tychonoff’s Theorem. Since Si is closed (Step

2) and is a subset of the compact set tpiptq,0ď tď T | piptq PPipt, ~p´iptqqu, then Si is compact by

the fact that a closed subset of a compact set is compact.

Step 4. We show that for any ~p P S, Br~ps is non-empty. It suffices to show that for any ~p´i Pˆj‰iSj,

Bir~p´is is non-empty. Under Assumptions 1(a) and 2(b), Jirpi, ~p´is is a weakly continuous functional

in pi on Si for any fixed ~p´i P ˆj‰iSj by Cesari (1983, Theorem 10.8.v). Hence, the continuous

functional Jirpi, ~p´is that is bounded above (by Assumption 2(b)) can attain its maximum on the

compact set Si by an infinite-dimensional version of the extreme value theorem (Luenberger 1968,

Theorem 2.13.1). Therefore, Bir~p´is is non-empty.

Step 5. We show that for any ~p P S, Br~ps is convex. It suffices to show that for any ~p´i Pˆj‰iSj,

Bir~p´is “ arg maxpiPSiJirpi, ~p´is is convex. Since Bir~p´is is non-empty, let p˚i denote an element

of the set. The pseudo-concavity of the integral functional Jirpi, ~p´is “ ∫T0 ript, piptq, ~p´iptqqdt in

tpiptq,0ď tď T u is assured by Assumption 2(a) that ript, ~pptqq is pseudo-concave in piptq at each

instant of time t. Hence, Jirpi, ~p´is is quasi-concave in pi. Then by one of equivalent definitions of

quasi-concavity, tpi | Jirpi, ~p´is ě Jirp
˚
i , ~p´isu is convex for any ~p´i P ˆj‰iSj. Hence, Bir~p´is “ tpi |

Jirpi, ~p´is ě Jirp
˚
i , ~p´isuXSi is convex since Si is convex (Step 1).

Step 6. We show that the graph B is weakly closed. Let tp~xn, ~y nqu8n“1 be a sequence in S ˆ S

that converges weakly to p~x,~yq P S ˆ S such that ~xn P Br~y ns, i.e., Jirpi, ~y
n
´is ď Jirx

n
i , ~y

n
´is for all

pi P Si and all i. Under Assumptions 1(a) and 2(b), Jir~ps is weakly continuous in ~p by Cesari

(1983, Theorem 10.8.v), hence Jirpi, ~y´is “ limnÑ8 Jirpi, ~y
n
´is ď limnÑ8 Jirx

n
i , ~y

n
´is “ Jirxi, ~y´is for

all pi P Si and all i. Then ~x PBr~ys.

Step 7. Notice that
Ť

~pPS Bp~pq is a subset of S, which is compact by Step 3. This ensures that
Ť

~pPS Bp~pq is contained in a sequentially weakly compact set.

Step 8. Combining all of the above steps, we are ready to apply Theorem 1. Thus, Br~ps has a

fixed point on S, namely, there exists an OLNE to the following differential game with relaxed

constraints: given competitors’ open-loop price policies t~p´iptq,0 ď t ď T u, each player i is to

simultaneously maxpiPDr0,T s ∫
T
0 ript, ~pptqqdt such that piptq P Pipt, ~p´iptqq for all t, dipt, ~pptqq ě 0 for

all t, Ci´∫ t0 dipv, ~ppvqqdvě 0 for all t. In contrast with the original differential game, the firms in the

game with relaxed constraints have bounded rationality and ignore the nonnegative demand and

capacity constraints of competitors in their best responses. From the perspective of dual variables,

the game with relaxed constraints is to set µijptq “ 0 for all t and j ‰ i and all i.

Step 9. We argue that any OLNE of the game with relaxed constraints is one of the origi-

nal game. Suppose t~p˚ptq,0 ď t ď T u is an OLNE of the game with relaxed constraints, namely,
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given t~p˚´iptq,0 ď t ď T u, tp˚i ptq,0 ď t ď T u for all i maximizes ∫T0 ript, piptq, ~p˚´iptqqdt subject

to piptq P Pipt, ~p˚´iptqq, dipt, piptq, ~p˚´iptqq ě 0 and ∫ t0 dipv, pipvq, ~p˚´ipvqqdv ď Ci for all t. Thus we

must have the OLNE satisfies the joint constraints, i.e., p˚j ptq P Pjpt, ~p˚´jptqq, djpt, ~p˚ptqq ě 0 and

∫ t0 djpv, ~p˚pvqqdv ď Cj for all t and all j. Therefore given t~p˚´iptq,0ď tď T u, tp
˚
i ptq,0ď tď T u for

all i also maximizes ∫T0 ript, piptq, ~p˚´iptqqdt subject to ppiptq, ~p
˚
´iptqq P Pptq, djpt, piptq, ~p˚´iptqq ě 0

and ∫ t0 djpv, pipvq, ~p˚´ipvqqdv ď Cj for all t and all j, namely, t~p˚ptq,0ď tď T u is an OLNE of the

original game. ˝

Proof of Proposition 2. Introducing piecewise continuously differentiable costate variable

~µiptq “ pµijptq,@ jq for all i and t, we define the Hamiltonians Hi : r0, T s ˆ X ˆ Rm ˆ Rm ÞÑ R

by Hi pt, ~x, ~pptq, ~µiptqq ” ript, ~pptqq ´
ř

j µijptqdjpt, ~pptqq for all i and t. Additionally, we have the

state constraint ~xptq ě 0. Hence we define the Lagrangians Li : r0, T s ˆ X ˆRm ˆRm ˆRm ÞÑ R

by Li pt, ~x, ~pptq, ~µiptq, ~ηiptqq ” ript, ~pptqq ´
ř

j µijptqdjpt, ~pptqq `
ř

j ηijptqxjptq for all i and t, where

Lagrangian multipliers ηijptq for all i, j are piecewise continuous. Any OLNE t~pptq,0ď tď T u, its

corresponding costate trajectory t~µiptq,0ď tď T u for all i, its corresponding Lagrange multiplier

trajectory t~ηiptq,0ď tď T u for all i and its equilibrium state trajectory t~xptq,0ď tď T u need to

satisfy the following set of necessary conditions (namely, the Pontryagin Maximum Principle; see

Pontryagin et al. 1962, Sethi and Thompson 2005, Section 4.2): for all t and all i, j,

piptq “ arg maxpiPPipt,~p´iptqqYtp
8
i pt,~p´iptqqu

Hiptq, (5)

´
Bµijptq

Bt
“
BLi
Bxj

“ ηijptq, (6)

µijpT qxjpT q “ 0, µijpT q, xjpT q ě 0, (7)

ηijptqxjptq “ 0, ηijptq, xjptq ě 0, (8)

together with the jump conditions that µijptq for all i, j may jump down at the junction time when

xjptq hits zero, and the kinematic equation Bxiptq

Bt
“´dipt, ~pptqq, xip0q “Ci for all i that is obvious

from the context. Under pseudo-concavity of the revenue rate function and pseudo-convexity of the

demand rate function, the Hamiltonian Hi is pseudo-concave in pi for all t and i. By Arana-Jiménez

et al. (2008), the maximum principle is also a sufficient condition for an OLNE.

Now we equivalently simplify the set of conditions (5)-(8) together with the jump conditions, by

eliminating ηijptq. First, for all tă suptv P r0, T s | xjpvq ą 0u, we have xjptq ą 0, thus ηijptq “ 0 for

all i by the complementary slackness condition (8). Consider ODE (6): the piecewise continuously

differentiable costate trajectory µijptq with derivative equal to zero everywhere (not almost every-

where) must be constant, which we can denote as µij, before the inventory of firm j hits zero (if it

happens). For t such that xiptq ą 0 and xjptq “ 0 for some j, in the Hamiltonian maximization (5)

of firm i we can still set µijptq “ µij even though xjptq has hit zero, since at such a time firm j is

simultaneously forced to post a null price and hence the term µijptqdjpt, ~pptqq is zero regardless of
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choices of µijptq. Second, in Eq.(5), it is understood that for t P rt̄i, T s (if the set Ei is non-empty),

an appropriate costate variable process, denoted by µ´ijptq to distinguish from µij, can be chosen

such that a null price is the optimal solution to the Hamiltonian Hi and hence the state xiptq

stays at zero. By Eq.(6), such a piecewise continuously differentiable process µ´ijptq is a decreasing

process, which may have a jump-down discontinuity at the junction time t̄i. Lastly, consider the

transversality condition (7). If xjpT q ą 0, then µijpT q “ µij for all i, hence condition (7) is equiva-

lent to µijxjpT q “ 0. If xjpT q “ 0, condition (7) and µijxjpT q “ 0 always hold regardless of choices

of shadow prices. Therefore, we can reach the equivalent set of simplified necessary and sufficient

conditions as described in the proposition. ˝

Proof of Proposition 3. First, consider the competition of substitutable products. For an arbi-

trary firm, given its competitors’ price paths fixed, we consider its best-response problem. In this

firm’s constrained optimization problem, let us tighten its capacity constraint, which is the only

one, since we focus on the bounded rational OLNE. This tightened capacity constraint increases the

constant shadow price corresponding to this constraint in the best-response problem and leads to a

pointwise higher best-response price path. Because the best-response correspondences of all other

firms remain unchanged and are increasing in competitors’ price paths by (log-)supermodularity,

the resulting equilibrium prices are higher (see Topkis 1998). Second, consider the competition of

two complementary products. The result can be obtained just by playing the trick of reversing the

order of the strategy set of one firm (see Vives 1999, Remark 2.20). ˝

Proof of Proposition 4. Let Γr~p, ~qs ” ∫T0
ř

i ript, p1ptq, . . . , pi´1ptq, qiptq, pi`1ptq, . . . , pmptqqdt. It is

a commonly-used technique of applying the appropriate fixed point theorem to the set-valued

mapping arg max~q
 

Γr~p, ~qs |Ci´ ∫T0 dipt, ~qptqqdtě 0,@ i
(

to show the existence of Nash equilibrium

of the original problem. Following the same procedure as the proof of Proposition 1 and noticing

that dipt, ~qq is convex in qj for all i, j, t, we can verify the existence of a fixed point ~p˚ such that

Γr~p˚, ~p˚s “max~q
 

Γr~p˚, ~qs |Ci´ ∫T0 dipt, ~qptqqdtě 0,@ i
(

. Such a fixed point ~p˚ is a Nash equilibrium

with shadow prices satisfying µij “ ξj for all i, j, where ~ξ is the Lagrangian multipliers in the

maximization problem. Following the same procedure as the proof of Rosen (1965, Theorem 4)

and noticing that condition (SDD) is a sufficient condition for pointwise strict diagonal concavity

and hence integrally, the desired result can be obtained. ˝

Proof of Proposition 5. Let Πipt, ~pq ” ript, ~pq´µiidipt, ~pq. The first order derivative is BΠi{Bpi “

dipt, ~pq ` ppi ´ µiiqBdipt, ~pq{Bpi. The second order derivatives are B2Πi{Bpi
2 “ 2Bdipt, ~pq{Bpi `

ppi ´ µiiqB
2dipt, ~pq{Bpi

2 and B2Πi{BpiBpj “ Bdipt, ~pq{Bpj ` ppi ´ µiiqB
2dipt, ~pq{BpiBpj,@ j ‰ i. Hence,

B2Πi{Bpi
2`

ř

j‰i B
2Πi{BpiBpj “ Bdipt, ~pq{Bpi`

ř

j Bdipt, ~pq{Bpj`ppi´µiiq
ř

j B
2dipt, ~pq{BpiBpj. Under

the stipulations of the proposition, the Hessian of ~Πpt, ~pq and its leading principal submatrices

are negative definite at ~p “ ~p˚ satisfying BΠipt, ~pq{Bpi “ 0 for all i such that xiptq ą 0, since (i)
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Bdipt, ~pq{Bpi ă 0, (ii) pi ´ µii |~p“~p˚“ ´dipt, ~pq{pBdipt, ~pq{Bpiq |~p“~p˚ě 0 for all i such that xiptq ą 0,

and (iii) that the negative semi-definity is preserved under additivity. By the Poincaré-Hopf index

theorem, for any set of shadow prices tµii,@ iu with µij “ 0 for all i‰ j at any time t, there exists

a unique price vector satisfying BΠipt, ~pq{Bpi “ 0 for any set of firms ti | xiptq ą 0u together with

the rest of firms posting the null prices. Moreover, by the proof of Proposition 1, there exists a

bounded rational OLNE, hence for its corresponding diagonal shadow prices, the bounded rational

OLNE is unique. ˝

Proof of Proposition 7. We prove by contradiction. Suppose at the joint open-loop policies ~p˚,

there exist two intervals pb, b`δq and pb̃, b̃`δq such that for some firm i, p˚i ptq is infinite on pb, b`δq

and p˚i ptq is finite on pb̃, b̃` δq, for any firm j ‰ i, p˚j ptq is infinite on pb̃, b̃` δq, namely, firm i is the

monopoly on pb̃, b̃` δq and some firm other than firm i is the monopoly on pb, b` δq. Let p̄ipt, εq ”

inftpi ě 0 | dipt, pi, ~p
˚
´iptqq “ ε{δu, which is finite for MNL demand rate functions. Let p̃ipt, εq ”

inftpi ě 0 | dipt, pi, ~p
˚
´iptqq “ dipt, ~p

˚ptqq´ εu. Since p̄ipt, εq is decreasing in ε and limεÑ0 p̄ipt, εq “8,

there exists sufficiently small ε̃ptq ą 0 for t P pb̃, b̃ ` δq such that p̄ipt ` b ´ b̃, ε̃ptqq ą p˚i ptq. We

construct a price policy for firm i,

piptq “

$

&

%

p̄ipt, ε̃pt` b̃´ bqq if t P pb, b` δq,

p̃ipt, ε̃ptqq if t P pb̃, b̃` δq,
p˚i ptq otherwise.

Under the above policy, firm i evens out a small quantity ε̃ptq at any time t P pb̃, b̃ ` δq to the

corresponding time t` b´ b̃ in pb, b` δq.

First, we check if the constructed policy is jointly feasible. It is obviously feasible for firm

i as its total sales is unchanged. To see the feasibility for other firms, we check the deriva-

tive pBdjpt, ai,~a´iq{Baiq ¨ pBa
´1
i pt, di,~a´iq{Bdiq, where ai “ βiptq expp´αiptqpiq is the attraction

value of firm i, a´1
i pt, di,~a´iq “ r

ř

k‰i akptqsdi{rλptq ´ dis is the inverse function of dipt, ai,~a´iq “

λptqaiptq{raiptq `
ř

k‰i akptqs. This derivative captures the impact, on firm j’s sales, of firm i’s

maintaining a small change in its sales by changing its price pi while the competitor’s price ~p´i is

fixed. It is easy to verify that

Bdjpt, ai,~a´iq

Bai

Ba´1
i pt, di,~a´iq

Bdi
“´

ajptq
ř

k‰i akptq
.

The deviation of firm i will cause any firm j’s sales to stay the same for t P pb̃, b̃` δq since ajptq “ 0

for t P pb̃, b̃` δq, and decrease by ajptqεptq{r
ř

k‰i akptqs for t P pb, b` δq. As long as εptq is sufficiently

small, firm i’s deviation does not violate competitors’ capacity constraints and state positivity,

thus the deviation is feasible in the generalized Nash game with coupled constraints.

Next, we compare the profit before and after the deviation. Under the original policy p˚i ,

firm i earns p˚i ptqdipt, ~p
˚
i ptqq for any time t P pb̃, b̃ ` δq and 0 for any time in pb, b ` δq. Under
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the constructed policy, firm i earns p̃ipt, ε̃ptqqdipt, p̃ipt, ε̃ptqq, ~p
˚
´iptqq “ p̃ipt, ε̃ptqqpdipt, ~p

˚
i ptqq´ ε̃ptqq ą

p˚i ptqpdipt, ~p
˚
i ptqq ´ ε̃ptqq for any time t P pb̃, b̃` δq and p̄ipt` b´ b̃, ε̃ptqqε̃ptq in the corresponding

time in pb, b` δq. The constructed policy has a positive improvement in profit over p˚i . We see a

contradiction. ˝

Example 2. Verification of OLNE. Since firms have limited capacity relative to the sales hori-

zon, their revenues depend on how high prices can be set to sell the capacity. It is definitely worse off

for any firm i to sell faster in its monopoly period by setting a price lower than the market-clearing

price p˚ that sells off capacity over the half horizon. This rules out the possibility that firms want to

have a monopoly sales horizon shorter than T {2. What about setting a price higher than p˚? Sup-

pose firm i deviates by evening out ε amount of inventory from its monopoly period and competing

in selling the ε amount with the competitor in firm ´i’s originally monopoly period. First, we check

if such a deviation is jointly feasible. It is obviously feasible for firm i as its total sales is unchanged.

To see the feasibility for firm ´i, we check the derivative pBd´ipt, pi, p´iq{BpiqpBp
´1
i pt, di, p´iq{Bdiq,

where p´1
i pt, di, p´iq is the inverse function of dipt, pi, p´iq. This derivative captures the impact, on

firm ´i’s sales, of firm i’s small change in its sales by varying its price pi while the competitor’s

price p´i is fixed.

Bd´ipt, pi, p´iq

Bpi

Bp´1
i pt, di, p´iq

Bdi
“

"

´γL if t P rpi´ 1qT {2, iT {2q ,
´γH otherwise.

The deviation will cause the sales of firm ´i to increase by γLε amount in firm i’s monopoly period

and to decrease by γHε amount in firm ´i’s originally monopoly period. The total sales of firm

´i will decrease by pγH ´ γLqε amount under firm i’s deviation, which remains feasible for firm

´i for all ε P r0,1q. Next, we fix firm ´i’s policy at tp˚´iptq,0ď tď T u to see firm i’s payoff under

the deviation of evening out the ε amount. The highest price p̄ firm i can sell the ε amount is p̄

such that p1´ p̄` γLp
˚qT {2 “ ε. We solve p̄ “ 1` γLp

˚ ´ 2ε{T . The highest price firm i can sell

the 1´ ε amount in its monopoly period is p̃ such that r1´ p̃`γHp1`γLp
˚qsT {2“ 1´ ε. We solve

p̃“ p˚` 2ε{T . The profit firm i can earn under the deviation is

p̃p1´ εq` p̄ε“ p˚` ε

„

γL´ γH ` γHγL
1´ γHγL

`
2p2´ γL´ γHγLq

T p1´ γHγLq
´

4ε

T



ă p˚

for all ε P r0,1q provided that γL´γH`γHγL ă 0 and T ą 2p2´γL´γHγLq

´pγL´γH`γHγLq
. Hence if γL is sufficiently

small relative to γH and T is sufficiently large, the proposed joint policy is indeed an OLNE where

firms are alternating monopolies. ˝

Proof of Proposition 8. First, to generalize the HJB as a sufficient condition of the optimal

control strategy for a single firm to the game context, we require the Markovian equilibrium strategy

satisfies the set of HJB equations simultaneously. Second, to apply Brémaud (1980, Theorem

VII.T1), the only condition that needs to be verified is the boundedness of the value functions
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which are guaranteed by Assumption 2(b). Lastly, the boundary conditions that Vips,~nq “ 0 if

ni “ 0 for all s enforce that upon a stockout a null price is the only option. Hence, the joint strategy

satisfying the set of HJB equations must be in P. ˝

Proof of Proposition 9. Under the affine functional approximation with boundary conditions

omitted, the set of HJB equations (4) becomes:

θiptq´

ˆ

Bwi1ptq

Bt
, . . . ,

Bwimptq

Bt

˙T

~n“ sup
piPPipt,~p´iqYtp

8
i pt,~p´iqu

!

ript, ~pq´ ~wiptq
T~dpt, ~pq

)

, ~n PZmXX ,

(9)

for all i and t. Taking difference between Eq.(9) evaluated at pt,~nq and at pt,~n´~ejq for all j, we

obtain
Bwijptq

Bt
“ 0 for all i, j and t. Since wijptq is piecewise continuously differentiable, wijptq must

be a constant, which we denote by wij. Hence, we do not lose generality by restricting the functional

approximation to a quasi-static affine functional approximation with boundary conditions omitted.

It has been shown that the HJB equation for a discrete-time monopolistic RM problem can

be equivalently stated as an optimization problem (Adelman 2007). In Electronic Companion D,

we show that it is also true for continuous-time problems. Specifically, we show that if ~V ˚ps,~nq

solves the set of HJB equations (4) for the continuous-time stochastic game, and a differentiable

function ~V ps,~nq is a feasible solution to a game where any firm i simultaneously solves the following

functional optimization problem given competitors’ strategy ~p´ipt,~nq:

min
tVip¨,¨qu

VipT, ~Cq

s.t.´
BVips,~nq

Bt
ě

!

ript, ~ppt,~nqq´∇~Vips,~nqT~dpt, ~ppt,~nqq
)

, @~ppt,~nq PPptq,@pt,~nq.

Hence the equilibrium value function ~V pT, ~Cq at the initial time t “ 0 and state ~n “ ~C can be

obtained by solving the functional optimization game. Under the affine functional approximation,

we can approximate the functional minimization problem for any firm i as follows:

pDiq min
~wiě0

ż T

0

θiptqdt` ~wT
i
~C

s.t. θiptq ě ript, ~pptqq´ ~wT
i
~dpt, ~pptqq, @~pptq PPptq, @ t.

Since pDiq is a minimization problem, it is optimal to set

θiptq “ max
piptqPPipt,~p´iptqqYtp

8
i pt,~p´iptqqu

!

ript, ~pptqq´ ~wT
i
~dpt, ~pptqq

)

, @ t

in the objective function. Then the objective of any firm i becomes

min
~wiě0

„

max
piptqPPipt,~p´iptqqYtp

8
i pt,~p´iptqqu,@ t

"
ż T

0

ript, ~pptqqdt` ~wT
i

ˆ

~C ´

ż T

0

~dpt, ~pptqqdt

˙*

.

This is equivalent to the maximization problem maxpiptqPPipt,~p´iptqqYtp
8
i pt,~p´iptqqu,@ t ∫

T
0 ript, ~pptqqdt

with capacity constraints ~C ´ ∫T0 ~dpt, ~pptqqdt ě 0 dualized by the vector ~wi ě 0. Strong duality
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holds here since this continuous-time maximization primal problem has pseudo-concave objective

function and quasi-convex constraints (the LHS’s of “ď” constraints are quasi-convex), and both

primal and dual are feasible (Zalmai 1985). For each firm to simultaneously solve the maximiza-

tion problem with open-loop strategies subject to joint capacity constraints is exactly to solve the

differential game with an initial condition pt, ~Cq for OLNE. ˝

Proof of Proposition 10. Suppose ~p“ t~pptq,0ď tď T u P pDr0, T sqmXPO is any arbitrary joint

open-loop policy subject to coupled constraints (2). Under policy ~p, we denote by τki the minimum

time of T and the random stopping time when the total sales process of firm i reach its original

capacity in the kth system. In the deterministic differential game, we denote by t̄i the minimum

time of T and the time when the total sales of firm i reach its original capacity in the unscaled

system, which is also such a time in the scaled regimes without demand uncertainty. As dictated

by ~p, any firm i implements the open-loop policy piptq up to the time either t̄i or τki whichever

comes earlier, and posts only a null price afterwards. Without loss of generality, we index firms

such that their deterministic stock-out times are ordered as 0ď t̄1 ď t̄2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď t̄n ď T . Let Nip¨q for

all i denote independent unit rate Poisson processes. The functional strong law of large numbers

for the Poisson process and composition convergence theorem assert that as kÑ8, for any ~pptq,

Nipkdipt, ~pptqqq

k
Ñ dipt, ~pptqq a.s., uniformly in t P r0, T s. (10)

This suggests that in the stochastic system, the random stopping time τki should be close to its

deterministic counterparts t̄i, at least the relative order, as k goes to infinity. For the time being,

we suppose these stopping times are ordered almost sure as τk1 ď τk2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď τkn , as k becomes

sufficiently large for the simplicity of exposure, which we will confirm shortly. Up to time τk1 ,

all firms implement ~pptq. Arguing by contradition and applying (10) to firm 1, one can easily

conclude that τk1 Ñ t̄1 a.s., as kÑ8. The revenues of firm 1 extracted under the open-loop policy

is Rk
1r~ps ” ∫mintτk1 ,t̄1u

0 p1ptqd pN1pkd1pt, ~pptqqqq as k is sufficiently large, and 1
k
Rk

1r~psÑ ∫ t̄10 r1pt, ~pptqqdt

as kÑ8. Recall the fact established in Gallego and van Ryzin (1994) that the solution of the

deterministic pricing problem serves as an upper bound for the revenues extracted in the stochastic

system and by Assumption 2(b), we have Gk
1r~ps “ EpRk

1r~psq ď k ∫ t̄10 r1pt, ~pptqqdt. By the bounded

convergence theorem, 1
k
Gk

1r~psÑ ∫ t̄10 r1pt, ~pptqqdt.

The sales of firm 2 is Dk
2 r~ps ”

$

&

%

∫ τ
k
1

0 dN2pkd2pt, ~pptqqq` ∫ t̄1
τk1
dN2pkd2pt, p

8
1 p~p´1ptqq, ~p´1ptqqq` ∫mintτk2 ,t̄2u

t̄1
dN2pkd2pt, ~pptqqq if τk1 ă t̄1,

∫mintτk2 ,t̄2u
0 dN2pkd2pt, ~pptqqq otherwise,

as k is sufficiently large. Since τk1 Ñ t̄1 a.s. as kÑ8, the term ∫ t̄1
τk1
dN2pkd2pt, p

8
1 p~p´1ptqq, ~p´1ptqqq

is asymptotically negligible. By applying (10) to firm 2 and arguing by contradiction, one can
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conclude that τk2 Ñ t̄2 a.s. as kÑ8. The revenues of firm 2 extracted under the open-loop policy

is

Rk
2r~ps ”

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

∫ τ
k
1

0 p2ptqdN2pkd2pt, ~pptqqq` ∫ t̄1
τk1
p2ptqdN2pkd2pt, p

8
1 p~p´1ptqq, ~p´1ptqqq

` ∫mintτk2 ,t̄2u

t̄1
p2ptqdN2pkd2pt, ~pptqqq if τk1 ă t̄1,

∫mintτk2 ,t̄2u
0 p2ptqdN2pkd2pt, ~pptqqq otherwise,

as k is sufficiently large, and 1
k
Rk

2r~ps Ñ ∫ t̄20 r2pt, ~pptqqdt as k Ñ 8. Moreover, EpRk
2r~psq ď

k ∫ t̄20 r2pt, ~pptqqdt ` δ, where a random variable δ bounds the revenue over rτk1 , t̄1s from the

spillover sales from firm 1 and δ{k is asymptotically negligible. By the bounded convergence the-

orem, 1
k
Gk

2r~ps “
1
k
EpRk

2r~psq Ñ ∫ t̄20 r2pt, ~pptqqdt. Repeating the same argument, we conclude that

1
k
Gk
i r~psÑ ∫ t̄i0 ript, ~pptqqdt for all i, as kÑ8. Applying this convergence result to an OLNE ~p˚ and

any of its unilateral deviation ppi, ~p
˚
´iq, we have 1

k
Gk
i r~p

˚s Ñ ∫ t̄i0 ript, ~p
˚ptqqdt and 1

k
Gk
i rpi, ~p

˚
´is Ñ

∫ t̄i0 ript, piptq, ~p
˚
´iptqqdt for all i, as kÑ8. In other words, for any ε ą 0, there exist l such that

for all k ą l,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
k
Gk
i r~p

˚s´ ∫ t̄i0 ript, ~p
˚ptqqdt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ă ε

2
and

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
k
Gk
i rpi, ~p

˚
´is´ ∫ t̄i0 ript, piptq, ~p

˚
´iptqqdt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ă ε

2
. Since

∫ t̄i0 ript, piptq, ~p
˚
´iptqqdtď ∫ t̄i0 ript, ~p

˚
i ptqqdt, then 1

k
Gk
i rpi, ~p

˚
´is ď

1
k
Gk
i r~p

˚s` ε. ˝

Proof of Proposition 11. Suppose ~p c “ t~p cpt, ~xq,0ď tď T u P pDr0, T sqm XPF is any arbitrary

joint feedback policy in the differential game subject to coupled constraints (2) and is piecewise

continuous in ~x. The cumulative demand for firm i up to time t driven by such a policy in the

kth system is denoted by NipA
c,k
i ptqq, where Ac,ki ptq “ ∫ t0 kdipv, ~p cpv, 1

k
~Xc,kpvqqqdv, and Xc,k

i ptq “

maxp0, kCi´NipA
c,k
i ptqqq for all i denotes the remaining inventory for firm i at time t. Note that

Ac,ki p0q “ 0, Ac,ki ptq is nondecreasing and Ac,ki pt2q ´A
c,k
i pt1q ď k ∫ t2t1 di,maxpvqdv, where di,maxpvq ”

max~ppvqPPpvq dipv, ~ppvqq. This implies that the family of process t 1
k
Ac,ki ptqu for all i is equicontinu-

ous, and therefore relatively compact. By the Ascoli-Arzelá Theorem, we can obtain a converging

subsequence tkmu of the sequence t 1
k
Ac,ki ptqu such that 1

km
Ac,kmi ptqÑ Āciptq for all i in the following

way: for i“ 1, there exists a converging subsequence tk1u, such that 1
k1
Ac,k11 ptqÑ Āc1ptq; for i“ 2,

along sequence tk1u, there exists a converging subsequence of tk2u, such that 1
k2
Ac,k21 ptq Ñ Āc1ptq

and 1
k2
Ac,k22 ptqÑ Āc2ptq; we can repeat the process until we have a subsequence tkmu satisfying the

desired property. Let Nip¨q for all i denote independent unit rate Poisson processes. Recall that the

functional strong law of large numbers for the Poisson process asserts that 1
k
Nipktq Ñ t, a.s. uni-

formly in t P r0, T s as kÑ8. By composition convergence theorem, along the subsequence tkmu we

get that 1
km
NipA

c,km
i ptqqÑ Āciptq for all i, and therefore that X̄c,km

i ptq ” 1
km
Xc,km
i ptq converges to a

limit x̄ciptq for all i; the two converging results hold a.s. uniformly in t P r0, T s. Using the continuity of

~dpt, ~pq in ~p and the piecewise continuity of ~pf pt, ~xq in ~x, by Dai and Williams (1995, Lemma 2.4), we

get that as kmÑ8, for all i, 1
km
Ac,kmi ptq “ ∫ t0 dipv, ~p cpv, 1

km
~Xc,kmpvqqqdvÑ ∫ t0 dipv, ~p cpv, ~̄xcpvqqqdv,

a.s. uniformly in t P r0, T s. Thus we get that as kmÑ8, for all i,

X̄c,km
i ptq “Ci´

1

km
NipA

c,km
i ptqqÑCi´

ż t

0

dipv, ~p
cpv, ~̄xcpvqqqdv“ x̄ciptq, (11)
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a.s. uniformly in t P r0, T s. This shows that the limiting state trajectories do not depend on the selec-

tion of the converging subsequence itself. Hence in the sequel we denote the converging sequence

by k to simplify notation. The last equality in (11) shows that t~̄xcptq,0ď tď T u is the state trajec-

tory generated by the feedback policy ~p c in the differential game. By the piecewise continuity of

~p cpt, ~xq in ~x, we have as kÑ8, ~p cpt, ~̄Xc,kptqq Ñ ~p cpt, ~̄xcptqq, a.s. uniformly in t P r0, T s. Again by

Dai and Williams (1995, Lemma 2.4), the revenue extracted under the feedback strategy ~p c after

normalization is, for all i, as kÑ8, 1
k
∫T0 pcipt, ~̄Xc,kptqqdNipA

c,k
i ptqqÑ ∫T0 ript, ~p cpt, ~̄xcptqqqdt, a.s. By

Assumption 2(b) and the bounded convergence theorem, we have

1

k
Gk
i rt~p

cpt, ~̄Xc,kptqq,0ď tď T us “
1

k
E

ˆ
ż T

0

pcipt,
~̄Xc,kptqqdNipA

c,k
i ptqq

˙

Ñ

ż T

0

ript, ~p
cpt, ~̄xcptqqqdt.

(12)

We apply the convergence result (12) to the FNE ~pf : for any ε ą 0, there exists l1 such that

for all k ą l1,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
k
Gk
i rt~p

f pt, ~̄Xf,kptqq,0ď tď T us´ ∫T0 ript, ~pf pt, ~̄xf ptqqqdt
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ă ε

2
. We apply the con-

vergence result (12) to any unilateral deviation ~p c “ ppci , ~p
f
´iq P pDr0, T sq

m X PF as a feed-

back policy in the differential game subject to coupled constraints (2): for the same ε ą 0,

there exists l2 such that for all k ą l2,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
k
Gk
i rt~p

cpt, ~̄Xc,kptqq,0ď tď T us´ ∫T0 ript, ~p cpt, ~̄xcptqqqdt
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ă

ε
2
. Since ~p c is a unilateral deviation from the FNE ~pf in the differential game, we have

∫T0 ript, ~p cpt, ~̄xcptqqqdtď ∫T0 ript, ~pf pt, ~̄xf ptqqqdt. Then for all kąmaxpl1, l2q,
1
k
Gk
i rt~p

cpt, ~̄Xc,kptqq,0ď

tď T us ď 1
k
Gk
i rt~p

f pt, ~̄Xf,kptqq,0ď tď T us` ε. ˝
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Electronic Companion
Dynamic Pricing of Perishable Assets under Competition

A. Demand Structures

We consider several of the most frequently-used classes of demand functions and verify that they

indeed satisfy pseudo-convexity of the demand rate function and pseudo-concavity of the revenue

rate function.

General Time-Varying Attraction Models

In the attraction models, customers choose each firm with probability proportional to its attraction

value. Specifically, we have the following demand rate functions: for all i,

dipt, ~pq “ λptq
aipt, piq

řm

j“0 ajpt, pjq
,

where λptq ą 0, aipt, piq ě 0 is the attraction value for firm i at time t, and

a0ptq ” a0pt, p0q ą 0

is interpreted as the value of the no-purchase option at time t. We emphasize that in order to have

pseudo-convexity of the demand rate function holds with respect to one’s own price (Proposition

1(i)), we need the no-purchase value to be positive. Since λptq is always positive, it does not have

impact on the signs of derivatives we will consider, hence we drop it in the following discussion.

Lemma 1 (Sufficient Condition of Pseudo-Convexity). If a twice continuously differ-

entiable function f : RÑ R satisfies f 1pxq “ 0ñ f2pxq ą 0, then f is pseudo-convex, i.e., for any

x1 and x2, px1´x2qf
1px2q ě 0ñ fpx1q ě fpx2q.

Proof of Lemma 1. For each x0 with f 1px0q “ 0, we have f2px0q ą 0. This means that whenever

the function f 1 reaches the value 0, it is strictly increasing. Therefore it can reach the value 0 at

most once. If f 1 does not reach the value 0 at all, then f is either strictly decreasing or strictly

increasing, and therefore pseudo-convex: if f is strictly decreasing, then px1´x2qf
1px2q ě 0ñ x1 ď

x2 ñ fpx1q ě fpx2q; if f is strictly increasing, then px1´ x2qf
1px2q ě 0ñ x1 ě x2 ñ fpx1q ě fpx2q.

Otherwise f 1 must reach the value 0 exactly once, say at x0. Since f2px0q ą 0, it follows that f 1pxq ă

0 for x ă x0, and f 1pxq ą 0 for x ą x0. Therefore f is pseudo-convex: if x2 “ x0, we always have

fpx1q ě fpx2q “ fpx0q for any x1; if x2 ă x0, then px1 ´ x2qf
1px2q ě 0ñ x1 ď x2 ñ fpx1q ě fpx2q;

and if x2 ą x0, then px1´x2qf
1px2q ě 0ñ x1 ě x2ñ fpx1q ě fpx2q. ˝

We have the following structural results on the general attraction demand functions. We assume

aiptq is twice continuously differentiable. For notation simplicity, we drop arguments and let a0 ”

a0ptq ą 0, ai ” aipt, piq, a
1
i ” Baipt, piq{Bpi and a2i ” B

2aipt, piq{Bpi
2.

Proposition 1 (Pseudo Properties of Attraction Models). The following pseudo-

properties of general attraction models hold:
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(i) if a2i ą presp.ăq0 for all i, dipt, ~pq is pseudo-convex (resp. pseudo-concave) in pi for all i;

(ii) if ai ą 0, a2i ă presp.ąq0 for all i, dipt, ~pq is pseudo-convex (resp. pseudo-concave) in pj for

all j ‰ i;

(iii) if 2a1i´aia
2
i {a

1
i ą presp.ăq0 for all i, ript, ~pq is pseudo-convex (resp. pseudo-concave) in pi for

all i.

Proof of Proposition 1. (i) Taking the first order derivative of dipt, ~pq with respect to pi,

Bdi
Bpi

“
a1i
ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2
.

Taking the second order derivative of dipt, ~pq with respect to pi,

B2di
Bpi2

“
a2i

ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2
´

2pa1iq
2
ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
3

“
a2i

ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2
´

ˆ

Bdi
Bpi

˙

2a1i
ř

j aj
.

Since a0 ą 0, then
ř

j‰i aj ą 0. Hence whenever Bdi{Bpi “ 0, B2di{Bpi
2 ą presp.ăq0 if a2i ą presp.ăq0.

By Lemma 1, dipt, ~pq is pseudo-convex (pseudo-concave) in pi if a2i ą presp.ăq0.

(ii) Taking the first order derivative of dipt, ~pq with respect to pj,

Bdi
Bpj

“´
aia

1
j

p
ř

j ajq
2
.

Taking the second order derivative of dipt, ~pq with respect to pj,

B2di
Bpj2

“´
aia

2
j

p
ř

j ajq
2
`

2aipa
1
jq

2

p
ř

j ajq
3
“´

aia
2
j

p
ř

j ajq
2
´

ˆ

Bdi
Bpj

˙

2a1j
ř

j aj
.

Whenever Bdi{Bpj “ 0, B2di{Bpj
2 ą presp. ăq0 if ai ą 0, a2j ă presp. ąq0. By Lemma 1, dipt, ~pq is

pseudo-convex (pseudo-concave) in pj for all j ‰ i if ai ą 0, a2i ă presp.ąq0 for all i.

(iii) Taking the first order derivative of ript, ~pq with respect to pi,

Bri
Bpi

“ di` pi
Bdi
Bpi

“
ai

ř

j aj
` pi

a1i
ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2
.

Taking the second order derivative of ript, ~pq with respect to pi,

B2ri
Bpi2

“ 2
Bdi
Bpi

` pi
B2di
Bpi2

“ 2
a1i
ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2
` pi

a1i
ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2

˜

a2i
a1i
´

2a1i
ř

j aj

¸

.

Whenever Bri{Bpi “ 0, pia
1
i

ř

j‰i aj{p
ř

j ajq
2 “´ai{

ř

j aj, thus

B2ri
Bpi2

“ 2
a1i
ř

j‰i aj

p
ř

j ajq
2
´

ai
ř

j aj

˜

a2i
a1i
´

2a1i
ř

j aj

¸

“
2a1i´ aia

2
i {a

1
i

ř

j aj
ą presp.ăq0,

if 2a1i´ aia
2
i {a

1
i ą presp.ăq0. By Lemma 1, ript, ~pq is pseudo-convex (resp. pseudo-concave) in pi if

2a1i´ aia
2
i {a

1
i ą presp.ăq0. ˝

Combining Proposition 1 parts (i) and (ii), we immediately have the following corollary.
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Corollary 1. There exists no general attraction models such that dipt, ~pq is pseudo-convex in

pj for all j.

Corollary 1 shows the need of adopting the notion of bounded rational equilibrium in showing

the existence of OLNE for the differential game.

The MNL demand structure assumes aipt, piq “ βiptq expp´αiptqpiq, αiptq, βiptq ą 0 for all i. Since

a2i “ αiptq
2βiptq expp´αiptqpiq ą 0 and 2a1i ´ aia

2
i {a

1
i “ ´αiptqβiptq expp´αiptqpiq ă 0, we have the

following corollary as an immediate result of Proposition 1.

Corollary 2 (MNL). For the MNL demand structure, dipt, ~pq for all i is pseudo-convex in pi,

is pseudo-concave in pj for all j ‰ i and ript, ~pq for all i is pseudo-concave in pi.

Linear Models

The demand rate function has the form of

dipt, ~pq “ aiptq´ biptqpi`
ÿ

j‰i

cijptqpj,

where aiptq, biptq ą 0 for all i and cijptq P R for all j ‰ i. Since Bdipt, ~pq{Bpi “´biptq ă 0, then for

any p1
i , p

2
i , if pp2

i ´ p1
i qBdipt, ~pq{Bpi “ ´pp

2
i ´ p1

i qbiptq ě 0, then p2
i ď p1

i and hence dipt, p
2
i , p´iq ě

dipt, p
1
i , p´iq. We have verified that dipt, ~pq for all i is pseudo-convex in pi. Since ript, ~pq for all i is

strictly concave in pi, it is pseudo-concave in pi.

Proposition 2 (Linear Model). For the linear demand structure, dipt, ~pq for all i is pseudo-

convex in pi and ript, ~pq for all i is pseudo-concave in pi.

Note that these pseudo-properties do not use the signs of cross-price elasticity term cij’s, hence a

linear demand structure of complementary products also satisfies Assumptions 1(b) and 2(a).

B. The Fixed Point Theorem

Theorem 1 (Bohnenblust and Karlin (1950, Theorem 5)). Let X be a weakly separable

Banach space with S a convex, weakly closed set in X. Let B : SÑ 2SztHu be a set-valued mapping

satisfying the following:

(a) Bpxq is convex for each x P S;

(b) The graph of B, tpx, yq P SˆS : y PBpxqu, is weakly closed in XˆX. That is, if txnu and tynu

are two sequences in S such that xnÑ x, ynÑ y, weakly in X with xn PBpynq, then necessarily

we have x PBpyq;

(c)
Ť

xPS Bpxq is contained in a sequentially weakly compact set;

Then there exists x˚ P S such that x˚ PBpx˚q.
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C. HJB Equivalence

We establish the equivalency between the HJB equation (4) and the optimization problem by

showing that any feasible solution ~V pt,~nq to the optimization problem is an upper bound of the

value function ~V ˚pt,~nq satisfying the HJB equation (4). We prove it by induction on the value of

~eT~n, where ~e denotes a vector with all entries being ones. As an initial step, for ~n“ 0 such that

~eT~n“ 0, by the boundary conditions, ~V pt,~nq “ ~V ˚pt,~nq “ 0 for all t. Now suppose for all ~n such

that ~eT~n“ lo, we have ~V pt,~nq ě ~V ˚pt,~nq for all t. Let us consider any ~no such that ~eT~no “ lo`1. We

further show by induction on time. As an initial step, for s“ 0, again by the boundary conditions,

we have ~V p0,~noq “ ~V ˚p0,~noq “ 0. Suppose for some so ě 0, we have ~V ps,~noq ě ~V ˚ps,~noq for all

s P r0, sos. For any i, there exists hą 0 small enough such that

Vipso`h,~noq

“ Vipso,~noq`
BVipso,~noq

Bs
h` o1phq

ě Vipso,~noq` trip~ppT ´ so,~noqq´ ~dp~ppT ´ so,~noqq
T∇~Vipso,~noquh` o1phq

ě Vipso,~noq` trip~p
˚pT ´ so,~noqq´ ~dp~p˚pT ´ so,~noqq

T∇~Vipso,~noquh` o1phq

“ r1´~eT~dp~p˚pT ´ so,~noqqhsVipso,~noq

` ~dp~p˚pT ´ so,~noqq
TpVipso,~no´~e1q, Vipso,~no´~e2q, . . . , Vipso,~no´~emqqh` o1phq

ě r1´~eT~dp~p˚pT ´ so,~noqqhsV
˚
i pso,~noq

` ~dp~p˚pT ´ so,~noqq
TpV ˚i pso,~no´~e1q, V

˚
i pso,~no´~e2q, . . . , V

˚
i pso,~no´~emqqh` o1phq

“ V ˚i pso`h,~noq` o2phq,

where the first inequality is due to the feasibility of ~V ps,~nq to the optimization problem, the second

inequality is due to the inequality constraints in the optimization problem hold for all pricing

strategies, and the third inequality is due to the induction hypothesis. Therefore, there exists a

neighborhood rso, so`hos with ho ą 0 such that Vips,~noq ě V
˚
i ps,~noq for all s P rso, so`hos. ˝

D. Computation of OLNE

Friesz (2010, Chapter 10) formulates the equilibrium problem as an infinite-dimensional differen-

tial quasi-variational inequality and computes the generalized differential Nash equilibrium by a

gap function algorithm. Adida and Perakis (2010) discretize the time horizon and solve for the

finite-dimensional generalized Nash equilibrium by a relaxation algorithm. Instead, we explore the

structural property of our differential game and cast the computation of OLNE as a much smaller

size of finite-dimensional nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP).

By Proposition 2, the OLNE is equivalently characterized by the following m2-dimensional NCP:

µij

ˆ

Cj ´

ż T

0

djpt, ~p
˚pt; rµijsmˆmqqdt

˙

“ 0, for all i, j,
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Cj ´

ż T

0

djpt, ~p
˚pt; rµijsmˆmqqdt ě 0, for all i, j, µij ě 0, for all i, j,

with appropriate ancillary decreasing shadow price processes µ´ijptq P r0, µijs for all i, j that can

shut down demand upon a stockout, where ~p˚pt; rµijsmˆmq is the solution of (3) for any given

matrix of shadow prices rµijsmˆm ě 0 at any time t that may have closed-form solutions in some

cases, e.g., under linear demand structures. The process of computing the equilibrium candidate

t~p˚pt; rµijsmˆmq,0ď tď T u involves solving a one-shot price competition at any time on an on-going

basis from t“ 0 while keeping checking whether firms have run out of inventory; whenever a firm’s

inventory process hits zero, we can check if there exists decreasing shadow price processes of shutting

down demand: if so, the firm exits the market and the price competition afterwards only involves

remaining firms of positive inventory with an updated demand function taking consideration of

spillover; otherwise, the matrix of shadow prices does not sustain as equilibrium shadow prices. If a

bounded rational OLNE is sought after, we can restrict µijptq “ 0 for all t and all i‰ j and further

reduce the NCP to an m-dimension problem. Upon a stockout, the checking of whether there exist

appropriate decreasing shadow price processes to shut down demand is also much simplified for

computation of bounded rational OLNE. For many commonly used demand structures, e.g., MNL

and linear, there exists a unique equilibrium candidate t~p˚pt; rµijsmˆmq,0ď tď T u for any set of

nonnegative shadow prices rµiismˆ1 with µij “ 0 for all i‰ j. Mature computation algorithms for

NCP with (i) a sub-loop of computing the equilibrium candidate and (ii) upon a stockout a sub-

loop of checking whether null prices can be generated by decreasing shadow price processes, can

be applied to identify OLNE that indeed satisfies the complementarity condition.
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